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The Bernard M. Baruch College 
Vol. LXXV - o. 5 TUESDAY, MARCH 10, 1970 A Free Press 
Congressman Koch Will Speak To 
Baruch Evening On Mariiuana 
By HERB ROTHMAN 
On Thursday March 12, 1970 at 8:30 P.M. in the Oak Lounge of the Student Center, 
Congressman Edward I. Koch (D-L) will speak on the topic "Marijuana: Should it be le­
gal?" Mr. Koch is being sponsored by the Baruch College chapter of Young Americans for 
Freedom in conjunction with the Departmentment of Student Personnel Services. 
Congressman Koch was born in New York City on December 12, 1924. He was a stu­
Congressman Koch to speak at Baruch. 
dent at City College and received 
an LL.B. from New York Univer­
sity Law School in 1948. During 
World War II Congressman Koch 
served as an enlisted man in the 
U.S. Army infantry. He practiced 
law until 1969 when he entered the 
United States Congress. Before his 
election to the 17th congressional 
district seat, Congressman Koch 
participated in Greenwich Village 
Democratic politics. In 1963 and 
also in 1965 Mr. Koch defeated 
Carmine DeSapio in the campaign 
for District Leader (Democratic 
Party) of Greenwich Village. In 
1966 he was elected to the New 
York City Council from the the 
second Councilmanic District of 
Manhattan. Congressman Koch was 
a founder of the McDougal Area 
Neighborhood Association and a 
co-founder of the New York Cit­
izens' Committee for gun control 
laws. He is presently a member of 
the Village Independent Democrats 
and the New York Civil Liberties-
-------------------------
Union. 
In Congress Mr. Koch has been 
an outspoken opponent of the Viet­
nam War. He was one o:fi the first 
congressmen to introduce a resolu­
tion calling for the withdrawal of 
American troops. 
Congressman Koch was invited 
to Baruch to speak at the Y.A.F. 
marijuana forum because he was 
one of the principal sponsors of a 
bill requesting the establishment 
of a one-year Presidential Com­
mission to study the social, medi­
cal, and legal ramifications of 
marijuana. Although Baruch Young 
Americans for Freedom, as a liber­
tarian - conservative organization, 
does not agree with Mr. Koch on 
this issue, they feel that in the in­
terest of the community, the local 
congressman should be encouraged 
to voice his opposing opinion. A 
"standing room only'' crowd is ex­
pected to hear Congressman Koch 
in the Oak Lounge. 
Evening Strike 
Being Planned! 
>f- >f- BULLETIN i< i( 
Pending a meeting with Chancellor Bowker this week, 
S.G.S. (School of General Studies, comparable to Non-Ma­
trics at Baruch) are planning a student's strike March 17 
and 18. The "lockout" is to protest the handling of Non-Ma­
tric students with regard to Open Admissions. Evening Stu­
dents are also vehemently fighting the impending registra­
tion fees increase. 
The Reporter was able to obtain a copy of the telegram 
sent to various S.G.S. leaders. The telegram states: 
"Urgent meeting SGS Representatives to fight ex­
orbitant fee increase Hunter College Sunday March 
8 1pm .. . " 
Graduate Stud,ents Association 
Receives S13,000 Tentative Budget 
A tentative budget for $13,000 was submitted to the Board of Governors of the Grad­
uate Students Association (GSA) last Wednesday. It was approved. 
This new budget, the GSA's first, was designed to anticipate forthcoming operational 
expenditures plus outlays for graduate Clubs ( the Graduate Marketing Society has requested 
$5,000 for the current semester), a prominent speaker scheme, development of a question­
naire, publication of a graduate newsletter, an intensive evaluation of Baruch's faculty and 
curriculum, a city-wide student FM broadcasting station, and other areas. 
Much of the time consumed at the meeting was spent evaluating member reports. The 
delegate to the Committee on Graduate Studies noted that that group had given its assent 
to the establishment of a full course in hospital administration at the College. This course, 
as designed by Prof. Samuel Levey, will require 48 credits for the degree. It was stated 
that President Weaver has already committed funds to permit operation independent of the 
Management department. The Committee declined to take action on a proposal to change 
the wording for the Hospital Management degree from its present reading to one of Mas­
ter of Science. It was agreed that this question will come up later when sweeping changes 
in the degree terminology are discussed for the university at large. The Management de­
partment proposed a bold new course to deal with social issues facing businessmen. After 
some debate the question was affirmed. 
The Board will reconvene Tuesday evening at 8 :30, probably in the North Lounge. The 
Board still has not found suitable permanent quarters. 
Dispenzieri Acts 
There Are Results! 
Mr. Jay Siegel, 
Editor, The Reporter 
Dear Mr. Siegel: 
I wish to take this opportunity to reply to your recent letter and 
editorial requesting a full accounting of the allocation of Student Fees. 
It is my understanding that the accounting of Student Fees, which falls 
under the _jurisdiction of the Baruch College, has always been subject to the review of students, and I would certainly not want to see that 
policy changed. · 
I have made inquiry of the various fiscal officers who are con­
cerned in these matters and will briefly summarize their reports here. 
For more detailed financial breakdowns and further information about 
the _accounts, �ay I suggest you contact directly Mr. Daniel Creange, Assistant Busmess Manager; Professor Irving Greger, Diractor of the 
Student Center; Professor Harold Kellar, Chairman of the Faculty­
Student Committee on Collegiate Athletics; and Mr. Hany Kavee, 
Central Treasurer of Student Activities. 
Although, heretofore, the term "Student Fees" usually connoted 
the Student Activity Fee, I am making the assumption you have refer­
ence to all the fees that are considered a part of the Consolidated Fee. 
As presently constituted, the Consolidated Fee consists of a General 
Fee, an Athletic Fee, a Student Activities Fee, and a Student Center 
Fee. A schedule of these fees is attached. They may also be found listed 
in the College Bulletin (p. 41). 
Upon action of the Board of Higher Education in June 1969, the 
General Fee was raised to its present figure and made uniform for all 
the senior colleges of the City University. Inasmuch as the General 
Fee is, and has always been, a component part of the total University 
budget, it is forwarded, in toto, to the University. In its Calendar of 
6-23-69, the Board of Higher Education noted that the need to raise 
the General Fee to its present level was to maintain a fee income which 
would represent approximately 14¼ of the total University budget. Ten 
years prior, fee income represented 19% of the budget and in sub­
sequent years had declined to as low as 12% of the total University 
b:i1dget. It was noted, further, that "during the past four years, instruc­
tional costs per student have risen by about 60%," without a propor­
tionate increase in student fees. 
The remaining fees were arrived at in consultation with student 
government leaders, both day and evening, and were based upon the 
prior, similar fees existing in the Baruch School (CCNY) and the 
estimates of future needs. 
The Athletic Fee was instituted to permit the development of a 
new Baruch College Athletic Program (intercollegiate sports) and the 
growth of the existing Intramural Activity Program. On October 21, 
1969, a Faculty-Student Committee on Collegiate Athletics was estab­
lished to administer the Athletic Programs, and to supervise all the 
budgets and finances related thereto. The Faculty-Student Committee 
consists of ten (10) members. As officially established, five members 
are selected from the faculty, one member is elected or appointed from 
the Alumni Association, three members are student representatives 
elected or appointed from the Student Athletic Association or the Stu­
�nt Council, and one member is a student representing the Evening 
Session Student Athletic Association. The Athletic Fees are transferred 
by the college's Business Office to the Central Treasurer for admin­
istration, supervision and accounting in accordance with the directives 
(Continued on Page 12) 
Dr. Creger Will 8,e 
Evening's Student Deon 
Dr. Irving Greger, Assistant Professor in the Depart­
ment of Student Personnel Services, has been designated 
Assistant Dean of Students for the Evening and Extension 
Division effective March 16. Dr. Greger received his B.S.S. 
at City College in 1946. The new Evening Dean also obtained 
his M.A. and Ed.D. at Teacher's College, Columbia, in 1947 
and 1959. Dr. Greger, very popular among students, has par­
ticipated frequently in Lamport Leaders. 
Dr. Greger meets with Gary Meisels (left) and Al Heywood (right). 
WE BEAT DAY! 
Alan Portnoy scored at the buzzer to give the Baruch 
Evening Session basketball team a 70-68 upset victory over 
the Baruch Day team Friday night. Details are in next week's 
Reporter. 
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To the Editor: By HERB ROTHMAN I have read your article on the 
YAF and it seems that Baruch's 
chapter is finally realizing that 
life is not all Ni.xon-Agnew. The 
YAF's new philosophy puts it Enough policeman surrounded the building to pre�ent the 
Vol. LXXV . No. 5 
TUESDA:Y, MARCH 10, 1970 
JAY SIEGEL 
A Free Press closer to the Americans for Dem- occupants from escaping. They descended the steps mto the ocratic Action than the local con- basement area which served as a speakeasy. Behind the heavy servatives. It is a great move YAF oak door the sounds of laughter and music could be heard. for you are finally moving into 
The officers wielded their axes and smashed in the door. The the mainstream of life. It is good 
Editor-in-Chief that you can at least find your- occupants were caught in the carefully executed raid. Each 
Herb Rothman selves being infected by the liberal one would be tried and sentenced to up to 10 years for violat-
Managing Editor winds of Manhattan. They are ing the Prohibition Act. America during the 1920's unfor-
James Farley, Jr. ,vi;�� ��r:h��g�e island of Staten tunately has a parallel today. Just as the victims had been Public Relations Director 
we find ourselves being polluted by found guilty of violating the alcohol prohibition, so many of 
Val Cavalier __________ ____ Graduate Editor the local polticians and citizenry. today's youth are being found guilty of violating the mari-
Sheldon Sweid ____________ _.croduction Manager They are conservatives and we are juana laws. Alfred Charasz _____________ __..eatures Editor one of the few liberal bastions on This article is not intended to show that the author Eddie Hartstein .............................................................. Circulation Manager the island. Everytime our news-
Josephine M. Tuzzeo _____________ Copy Editor paper will print an issue, we would favors the legalization of maiijuana. Nor does the author 
Zave U nger ____________ ....,_,pecial Projects Editor get a letter from across.the street wish to establish a "marijuana culture" in the United States. 
Paul Guzzardo _____________ .Club News Editor (Borough Hall) or find one of the Rather, I am crusading for the repeal of the unconstitutional, Ken Weiner --------------�usiness Manager local legislators has introduced a non-amendment: prohibition of,the sale and use of marijuana. Ilene Mass _______________ Office Manager bill in Albany against us. If we · · k" Harriet Freedman --------�sst. Production Manager use any of the famous words which Preliminary studies have sho,vn that ma1·1Juana smo mg 
Mike Strick ----------------�rts Editor are common in the language, they is less harmfull to the body than cigarette smoking. Mari-
Larry Kalish ____________ ___ ___,,ews Editor take the newspaper to court. This juana or Cannabis, is also less adicting than alcohol; yet, one 
Samuel Deitel ......................... . ......................... Advertising Manager is common practice out here. So all may obtain both cigarettes and alcohol on the open market Marion Johnston --------------"'ditor Emeritus you Conservatives who believe in while risking arrest for possession of more than one gram Lewis Sturm ______________ _,,,ditor Emeritus Nixon-Agnew, come down here but 
Burt Beagle ----------------"'ditor Emeritus remember you must be either a of marijuana. Until recently marijuana was considered a 
junior or senior and in liberal arts. narcotic. Despite the fact that medical science never classi-
NEWS AND FEATURE STAFF: Johanna Rutan, Reuben Samuel, 
Joel Thaler, Gary Meisels, Maddalena Nappi, Annette Bruccolori, 
Robert Lewis, Farrell Nesson, Barbara Pick, Earl Suri, Leumas 
Letied, Juliette La Claire, Frank Kump. 
Sign it Fink fied it as such. Marijuana prohibitionists argue that "grass" 
Staten I�land is a harmful psychological addictive. They further argue that 
MAX SEIGEL 
Faculty Advis-or 
Dear Editor: 
Community College 
prolonged use of marijuana will lead to hard-core narcotics 
In your issue of February 24, 
1970 I was attracted to the article 
entithd, "Women to College 
�������������������������� I Through V.A." As a disabled vet-
eran attending college, I was in­
addiction. THIS IS A FALLACY. By this reasoning mari­
juana usage will lead to hard-core narcotics addiction in the 
same way wine consumption will lead to alcoholism. I fully 
agree with Dr. Margaret Mead, the noted anthropologist, who 
maintains that by constantly placing marijuana in the same 
class with narcotics the prohibitionist creates a damaging 
illusion in the minds of young, impressionable people who may 
try marijuana for the first time. These individuals, knowing 
marijuana to be harmless but also thinking it to be a narcotic, 
may erroneously assume methedrine or heroin equally harm­
less. 
NATIONAL REVIEW 
would like volunteers to work in their 
library to do research work 
CALL 679a7330 - Ext. 732 
RIGHTRAP 
ALCHOHOL IS LEGAL 
YET SCIENCE 
HAS PROVEN 
CIGARETTE 
SMOKING 
CAUSES 
LUNG 
CANCER 
terested in getting extra educa­
tional assistance for my wife who 
is now attending Baruch. Even 
though I didn't believe in the ac­
curacy of your article I called the 
regional V.A. office. The law does 
make educational assistance avail­
able to wives of veterans with serv­
ice connected causes or disabilities
of 100% or to widows of disabled 
veterans. The omitted word 
"100%" makes a big difference in 
interpreting the law. And unless a 
(Continued on Page 5) 
YET LAST YEAR 
MORE ADULTS 
DIED FROM 
ALCHOHOLtSM 
THEN ANY 
OTHER 
DISEASE 
M ARIJUANA IS A 
HARMLESS STIMULANT 
As a libertarian-conservative I am opposed to the prohibi­
tion of marijuana as a violation of the individual's constitu­
tional right of freedom of choice. Before the government pro­
hibits the usage of something it must first know the full 
range of its harmful effects. As this aiticle is being written, 
(Continued on Page 5) 
by ROTHMAN 
Cl GARETTES 
ARE LEGAL 
SO HOW COME 
I GOT 20 
YEARS FOR 
SMOKING 
POT ? 
Tuesday, March 10, 1970 
··Trippingly On
The Tongue�� 
THE REPORTER 
English 135 - The ineteenth 
Century English ovel. An anal­
ysi of the works of such writers 
as Jane Austen, Emily and Char­
lotte Bronte, Ch:u·les Dickens, 
William Makepeace Thackeray, 
George Eliot, and Thomas Hardy. 
Three hours, three credits. 
The Department of English will offer the following English 141 - Twentieth-Cen-
elective courses in the fall of 1970. Students interested in tury English Poetry. A study of 
these courses should indicate so on the pre-registration ma- the work and influence of T. S. 
. . . . Eliot, W. H. Auden, Gerald Manley 
terials to be filed dunng the period March 2-March 19. The Hopkins, Dylan Thomas, and Wil-
prerequisite for all of these courses is English 1, or SIX (6) liam Butler Yeats. Three hours, 
credits of English from any school, .including community, three credits. 
colleges: � 1 English 14? - The Twentie_th 
En I' I 2 J al' f w ,·t Part IL The course covers the lat- Century English Novel. Such writ-. g 1s 1 5 � ourn 1s 1c_ 11 � �rs as James Joyce, Virginia mg; t�vo homs p!us confe1enc�s, ter half of the playwright's career 
Woolf, Aldous Huxley, William � credtts .. Instruction �-cl practice and includes the major tragedi�s Golding, D. H. Lawrence, J. P. m reportll)js and �vntmg . news, (Hamlet, Othello, Macbeth, King Donleavy, Joyce Cary, and Allan feature, ancl magazi'ne articles. Lear, and others), the problem Sillitoe are included. Three hours, 
English 100 - English Litera- plays (Julius Caesar, Measure for three credits 
turn I ( to 1660). A sm,-v�y of Eng, Measure), and the late comedies E1 glish 160 - American Lit­
lish literature that includes such (such as The Tempest). Three erature since 1890. This period in­
writers as Chaucer, Shakespeare, hours, three credits'. ,, ' 
1
ciudes the poetry of :frost, Wallace 
and Milton. Three hours, three English 130 - English Romantic Stevens, Robert Lowell, and others, 
credits. Poetry. An intensive study ,'Ji the and the prose of Stephen Crane, 
English 101 - English Litera- work and social-historical setting, ]J;i.:nest Hemfogway, William Fulk­
ture II (1660-1900). A survey of of J;llake, WordswortJ;i, Cqlerjdg;e, n·er, F. Scott Fitzgerald, and Ber­
English literatw·e that includes Byron, Shelby, Keats, and prose narc! Malamud. Three hours, three 
authors such as Swift, Pope, the writers such as Hazlitt. Three credjts. 
Romantic pioets (Blake, Words- hours, three credits. English 177 - Afro-American 
worth, Coleridge, Shelley, and Ir,;:;=======================� Keats), Victorian authors such as 
Browning and Tennyson, and the 
"Decadent 1890's." Three hours, 
three creel its. 
English 106 - Advanced Eng­
lish Grammar and Exposition. An 
examination of the structure, 
syntax, usage, and vocabulary of 
present-day English. This course, 
conelated with students' technical 
courses, meets New York State 
and New York City requirements 
fol' teaching licenses. Two hours 
plus conferences, two credits. 
English 110 Shakespeare, 
"A journey of a thousand ml/es begins with but a s'ingle 
step." 
Chinese Proverb 
WE'VE BEEN HELPING PEOPLE TO TAKE THAT STEP FOR 
OVER 10 YEARS AT CAMP JENED FOR THE PHYSICALLY 
HANDICAPPED. IF YOU WANT TO HELP ALSO PLEASE 
APPLY TO: 
CAMP JENED 
200 PARK AVENUE SOUTH - ROOM 518 
'NEW YORK, N. Y. 10003 475-5300-1 
Page Thre,, 
The End ol An 
Anachronism 
In an unprecedented action by an elected official of 
New York City, Manhattan Borough President Percy E. Sut­
ton announced today his intention to move in the special 
3-man Federal District Court for leave to file an amicus 
curiae brief contesting the constitutionality of all abortion 
laws. 
"The California courts have is still firmly imbedded in the law 
paved the way in holding -;;-uch of our state. However, the lawful 
abortion statues unconstitutiohaf' '?pportunity for fre_edom of choice 
m the personal decision of women The time is now for the fedei':il to terminate pregnancies has yet 
judiciary to free women of. the to be. established. The rights for 
dead hand of the past, and to rec- women in the 1970's in this regard 
ognize their right to choose to are a fundamental challenge with-
in the· total struggle for human 
terminate pregnancies," Mr. Sut- freedom for all people in this na-
ton said. tion and throughout the world." 
By filing an am1cus · curiae Mr. Sutton observed that "reli-
("friend of the court/'). brief, Mr. gious beliefs of all people will re-
Sutton will join the class action �:ttio�
t
:�\1t!l��-���� l��vs t!I� brought by 400 women on behalf 
view of the constitutional guaran­
of all the women in the state, en- tee of freedom of choice available 
titled "Abramowicz et al v�. Lefa- to all women of all religious be­
kowitz, Hogan and Roberts.'' In liefs. In fact, freedom of religious 
beliefs and practice will be ex­his application to the court and panded in that the secular aspect 
brief, Mr. Sutton will be repre- of this question would be freed 
sented by Miss Emily Jane Good- from any legal constraints for any 
man, a woman attorney specializ- religious groups.'' 
' 
ing in constitutional rights cases. 
Direct Effect 
Represent Millions According to Miss Emily Jane 
Mr. Sutton explained that as an Goodman, Counsel for Borough 
elected official representing over President Sutton in his amicus 
one and a half inillion persons in curiae brief, "the argument will
the Borough of Manhattan, he has be presented that the present abor­
a legitimate interest in filing an tion laws have a direct effect on 
amicus curiae brief. The Borough our current social and economic 
President votes on the city's budg- problems as they relate to hous­
et allocations for programs, pol- ing, jobs, education and criminal 
Literature. A study of writers such icies, facilities and service regard- justice.''. as Richard Wright, Ralph Ellison, ing public health, municipal hos- "The brief will also argue that 
LeRoi Jones, Gwendolyn Brooks, pitals, medical research and other a woman's opportunity of free 
Jean Toomer, and Langston related activities which are directly choice in family planning is a 
Hughes. Three hours, three credits. affected by the unconstitutional fundamental constitutionally guar-
ANOTHER FACE 
Barbara Pick English 177.3 _ Anglo-Irish Lit- restrictions on abortions. anteed right of all people regard, 
erature. The backgrounds and in- "As a member of the Board of less of their economic conditions," 
===========;!.' I fluences of the late nineteenth and Estimate, I am denied the oppor- she said. "Poor people are penal-
] t t. th t ·t · ized by being deprived of their While his tail was making a hissing, rustling sound to =��1; as '��:!, J��::,1"iad;nG�-:: tunity to request and vote on city remove the flies swarming over his sweaty, coarse skin, the gory, Hopkins, Sean O'Cas�y, and {��:d\;�.:, mt�-��t%1:nf Pf��v:���;; ��;;;:t\�Ji��:�lcho!c:tf�. th!�horse chewed the sparse grass. Two trees, once planted a more recent poetry and prose by in municipal hospitals and muni- abortion or birth. On the other 
hundred years ago in a del).Se Forest, now stood barren with Anglo-Irish writers. Three hours, cipaL .• public health facilities," hand, rich people can and do af-
its branches hanging down. The sun beamed down upon the three credits. Borough President Sutton· ·said. ford the luxury of this choice. 
Cl·ops that two months a!!"o was flooded by ten inches of Englis
h 177.4 (identical with . 
- =A·na'fh1·on1·st1·c ·. 
. .. Thi; effect, .therefore, Rf the 
- I.D. 50) - The American Experi- � present abortion laws is to den-y water. The earth had deep cracks as crevasses in a glacier. ence in World Wars I and II. A "The abortion laws today in equal rights on the basis of eco-A creeking sound echoed as young Jeb stroke!i the rusty combination of literary materials New York are as anachronistic as yorni� 
·c1·ass. distinctioi:is.'' 
water pump up and down. Pa, sat on a wooden rocker, with (.Dos Passoso U.S.A., Heming- the state's divorce laws were three Amicus Curiae the blue pain.t barely visible, G.h .. ewin_g J1i:'l tobacGo._with. his :��·
s
M�il!'r�;�.;��-�ak�m:�t�:� �i:r: 1ii�mt��:tt'0�}6�!.!.Jna Accoixling to Miss Goodman, the brown, cavity infested teeth. After spitting out the jmce
h
s, Dead, and Joseph Heller's Catch- 1966, I introduced divorce and court's permission will also be Pa used his blue and orange flannel shirt to wipe his mout · 22) and readings in contemporary abortion reform bills in the New sought to file an amicus curiae Using the pond to wash her family's clothing in,J\1:a squatted �ources t�at seeks _to understand, York State Legislatur� . .J,,..s a re-. 'brief on l;>_eJ.-lalf, 2fi' the American 
with her swollen, pregnant belly exposed to the sudden cold 111 the widest posstble sense, the sult, substantial inroads have been Jewish Congress, th� Medical 
air. The oldest sister, Margarette was ·making the.,cornmeal eff:cts of �0 -wol·ld wars 0tr1 a· 'made by the State Legislature to Cominittee for Human Rights, the
d
. 
B bb' J ·t di t h f th 
nation emergmg as a world power. establish realistic chano-es in the New York State and New York soup for, inner, as O ie oe. J;'� ex_ci e Y O er a er TJ:\.ree hours, three credits. divorce laws. But this h;s not. County Liberal Parties, lrnd Wom-with the mail. A once red ��9 c_p'nvertible stood wasted a��-; . .,:i;� , .English D_epartme�t will the case with respect to t g' ,. , \ City Government. . � . wretched on the purple plams. . al�;t "":i!J!fe�- two gr�gua\�. eourses restricting abortions. Th , ' On the Jong-range u:nplications 
Pa read the letter at di�ner that, was addressed to ·his 111 .,_t11� f?ll of �970: �n�,�15h 97�5 }l\lws . are 3: cruel, inhum ·o:I'� .this a�tion, Borough Presi_d�nt 
M· Jeb C II an "Mr Jep Calhan j'�. requested to re�\'t 
-· :'�e,/I'wen�ieth-Ce�t\l'\Y No.v,el_ thd liberation of women fr!Jm the Sutton said, "as an elecbi'd off�cial, son l. a 1 · · ., >, (Bntisli;?'�.mencan, and European) psychological, social and · economic . it is· important that I fake dll"ect to the arm forces". ·, . ,uµd ,E.�lii,h 9771 - Twentieth-' bu-diens of unwanted :weg'l).al)c.ies aol;ion on issues of b�sic social, 
Beino· led into his bar acks, Jeb 'w·as astorushed anp Centu'i;y.'� ]?o e t r y  (symbolis·m,· and from the terrible medi'cJti�sks e�nomic and political s\gnificance 
honored that he was to sleei in his o,wn bed. The pillow )it imag\frn�·a!id ot�er movem�mti; i:1 inv_olved in illegal aborti_on§/·'Re- -by ;using the judicial fch-um as a 
th head of the bed felt warm soft and comfortable. Ex- tterpoe-b.·y_ of this century)· form of these la,�s �s n_ot�the an-· frien.d of the co1;1rt. It :_ is my . in-e_ · 
· 
· · '
'f . f. hl h d d , 
------ swer; complete ehm111at10n' of any tentjon to selectively :fole am1cus ammmg himself m his new ?ill OLm, ·Ies Y was e . an,. 'B h abortion laws can be the only �hu.;. curiae briefs in other class actions, starched, Jeb saw a handsome figure lil the f�ll-lengt� rmrro1-,� 
,, .. 
. a rue mane solution.'' ' M/. ', �uch as consumer and housing For the first time he recalled h.e was wearmg clothmg that Choice Denied matters, where the issues of law actually was becoming and fitted him. Jeb's nose absorbed the ·• are discriminat?1'Y, dec_eptive, ec?-
1 · d th t t d h's m lith hil march
·
no- to Ch• Borough President Sutton noted ·nomically unfair or v10late basic P easing o _ors a . wa ere 1 . o ' w e 1 0 1ne se that "although the opportunity for human rights. I would hope that the chow !me. Eatmg meat, previously was a once a year free choice for housing, jobs, med- by this action challenging the rarity at home, Jeb filled his swollen shrunken stomach. ical care and education is too often abortion Jaws, other city officials 
His eyes feasted on the dessert he had never seen before. The Club denied in practice, nevertheless it will follow suit." sweetness of the cake melted as honey droplets into his mouth. At the end of the six month basic training course, Jeb 
.  T 11111t�
. 
,aei11111tr voru ... became informed by the G. I. Education Loan and the G. I. The Chinese Students As-, .,..., t'...., W/� .._.., 4 ••a; 
Credit Loan for a house. He was determined to complete his sociation of the Baruch Col-
hi o-h school education after leaving the service; and to buy lege wishes to invite all stu­
an0 eight. room house for his P�, Ma, and 15 sisters and dents to join. The next meet­
brothers. Jeb knew that the Umted States was a country ing will be on Thursday, 
to be defended.for any cause. March 12, .•,in room 904 at 
Jeb fought: Viet Nam with a dignity and courage that 12 :00. Students of the day and 
few men would. ever have in their souls. J eb believed in the evening sessions are accepted 
slogan "My country right or wrong". . as members. Any student who 
The sun illuminated a small area of the nee paddy. A wishes to know more about 
small mettalic object glisten before it pierced the skin. this club may notify Miss 
At a national cemetery, obscured and overshadowed by Jane Chin, President, P.O. 
dense bushes, a plaque read: Box 921 in the Student Cen-
J eb Calharn. Born: Feb. 11, 1951. Died: March 1, 1970. ter. 
All Club Leaders, Student Council Members, Reporter 
Staff, and interested Evening Students, of Evening Ses­
sion - Take Note - The next meeting with Dr. Robert 
C. Weaver, President of Baruch College, will take place 
at 5 :30 P.M., Tuesday, March 10th, 1970. This open dia­
logue will take place in the office of the President, on the 
16th floor, of the ·main building. Any student can attend. 
Please come! ! Even if your late, but come ... 
Gary B. Meisels, 
Evening Club, Co-ordinator. 
Vice President Student Council 
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New Employment For CUNY 
Students.::Via NYC Urban Co-rps 
(This is the second inna _series- of artieles 'ah";;ut ti� kid!:ll�-EJst�;-n Tii�:"N;\.,, York City- u�'.ban Corps is the nation'l;Pfirst.and'latgest. int�rnship progr�m situation.) · 6 for university students in municipal government. It is sponsored cooperatively by _tl:ie C_ity 
. The Big Four talks on the M�1-��fSt have .pe,ef,-a flbP,_.lrom,,the of New, Y©rk1 the Federal -g0vernment, and the colle-ges attended by the paa-ticipatmg 
start. Not only haven't the Big F(!:!,1::. b�e�1h aRJe .. to ag1:�_e_ o� }Yl,ia! to -students .. :. 
·c . . � • 
.,__l ,. : · · · ;-t ·- • 
do, but they will not be able i;o· imp§se, and hav�.no-r
_ight to impo:,e, · . The
· ,I!Jrhaw_Oorp&-isc-afunini_s�erPrl. by' _the O�#�e. of the _}\fi!;Y,0F T,of _tly.� City °CNew I. h A t ·y· 0"1·':>- u'nde' 1'-"-tnellauspice -·�oft the<el"" '· yl',�. 
. . . 1"'� ·'_- -"· . • . . - • · any_ settlement on· Israel. To let thil _puhlic -kno,� ·,: a� g?es :�1 a • "-, . . r 
, 1 • . . · hau·a frieWd f'j\lacE!- a wirefap under the Deputy May:Of-Clty'A_dininistra\p_i:, ing jjn ·�gree_n,ient ,�ith_New Yq1:k _pa1:t in th{l_ pnigrai�.ifi1oula c?nsu t fue��., falClcal me:tm�s, w� 
ir- .,[ ::,t' _ J {"th:,,·Bi Dr. 'rimothy W .. Costello. · ·. . 'dit'i · ils r�quired by Fe_dei;al law. tl,e Work-Stuoy qf�1ce ?f. ��ir C!))­table. The following text ,is that; Q ,Vt
:-
NiJ,1,�.-!1lc,�tJ�,,ci,,;:- • e . g 'The··concept of.the Urban Corps �,bis may be done, even if the ini- Jege regarding then- ehgibll!tY f2r Foour. Of course, certain matte-i:s 'Pl',1Jta_wmgafa,t�.N*101ia1 Sec�mit� \vaf'deveTliped by.Dr: Cos:tello in 'tiai :apP.li�aJfon _for Work-i:ltµ�y _paid,iiltern_shi'ps: ., . ___ ,, .. had to· be deleted. Many thankJi ;to;Joh,Jf,,(tl_te--.;Ila:nts)j Sch.want�<foi: -:response to what he termed the furyds specif1ed on-campus employ- The ,ii}1E:_ges!1one, -�i1 !l:e . �asls 
la�ini the wiretap, under gre�t persoval danger. Ma� he rB
\ in g:o,ving est�·angeµien_t between �he1 P:rnt ,pnl�- Form3:l agre�,!llent_s -�f ,Qf Feder�! Wor�-Study, GUf.d�li?�s, P, . · · ,. · ,'.� ,n..-,M;,�c - . �c, City and the aoadem1c commun)ty. proved bl _th� City's Cqrpor;i.t�on !Tlay certif?7 l!:\, ,l}yudent s elJg1.q�hty �ace. . ... • • ·'· . · . ,., ·. • • ' ·- r-: .
. 
_ , ,!' h Early'in 1966, Mayor John V. Lind- Counsef land utilized by over 130 'for work- m:,dY. and tnus, fen; ,�he 
�'?r;tt U.S.: Gentlemen, the .. past eight meetmgs of,, the Council hfve, t _1,1,s say gave the initial push·, that, .participatino- institutioni will be Urban Co1;ps7 � ... �·
1 
• far proved frpitless, .·: _ . _ . 
. . . . . ;. '. • started the prog:ram0 on its cours:e-1 �sub;nit.t�q .!';,. :the :tJniv1i;�i-tb�s f9r :Payment . 
. -- . FRANCE: I beg to differ --WJtlJa.th� 91st\ngwshed. �ep�esentative From a few hundred students m review i1f -requested. _ Rates of Pay ·from the -U.S. of A. Man� things lta,�e--beei:i _ accomplished . 
here: I .�s first reai\ft _has grown to the r Co'fJ.fge ;l_tud�nts wis\lil)_g !���� Entering Fi:eshrrien through have learned to speak Russian frorp. my RUi!!M.a!l cou�te,rpa�t, . .J.. have · , · .:· _- " ., , . · __ , , _ . . completion of, Sophomore leai�ed how to cook_11�µtton chops fro1:1 my Enghsh fnend_; al)d, . • · . ·"'.tN r 'Jihc· ,. s l;, , -r, Year .. .... · · . $2.25/lw. ¥[i'?F you,. my dear ,A�1:;;�}-�� -, 51 �a".;_ le_arned �ow to spe�k. foi :��:'; A c c o u N-T I· :_'If , , S· o C"I E T y . . . a . J,unio1· tl:r�ugh,,:Oplplet10n , , . , hou1-s and say nothmgi · . . ·, ,. .,. ; .. · , 1 • " U of Seruor Year ........ -.... -.......... 2.75/h1. '_1 .l U.S.': •Mr. "Ambassador, it ''seems that your lat,e krngp Charles ·I, OF THE Graduatri Stupent� (beyond ,vas�an able master of that' fine · aft:· ....  "'¢1,,,. .• _-·,r ... :';:, Bach�lor's 'Degree ) -----.,.$3:25/\1:r. 
�'.U _,.FRANCE· I tale�' 'tn�i?'\i� "b6'th" ah .affroril tcr 'my'befove'd· cb-tmtry, G. R AD u A ..T ..·. C' <. ---s :c· =11:10 0 L "E'!1J)LOY!_ltent Sta�hs ' .. ,.,,... -�--a1ia as an ins�lt to oui· .,foi=er �ing . . .  e� . . . President De Gaulle. _ _ _. Ii' _', ',. U)'oan '._, toilf, _iii{�;ns at�_, eIP,-UNITED KIN GD.Ol\f: If the two disting:uished gen_t\emen · �yould• ;i, ployees of tne _Ci t5'. ?f Ne': Y ?rk 
stop arguing, this meetirii{coutd get4b�'..\<5 �1riou.si,iij�u.ssion,,. • will hold a MEETING on under th� ge11:er1: GlVll ser:7ic� title 
-:;l
-
· _ _u.s.s.�.
: i'�:J c��;d -�: ���e p���fi�:/i�n b�tti��:�i; a0J/��!· . TUESDAY., MARCti' :az. .�; ;, 8:�5 p.m'. �ed��-��g;�j�d!�1d Local Taxes " oiious a O 00 Y. - · ,- · ,, in the All apphcable income ta;xes are U.S. . . · ,, ' · • withheld and remitted to the. pro-FRANCE & U.S. (m uruson): Shut up. . . MARBLE LOUNGE of frie STUDENT CENTER per authorities by the- Urban Corps . 
• J ·1' 7fUNITED KINGDOM: Please, gentlemen, please st0P th1s bicker- All Stud�nts Welcome iEach student is later provided wtih 
mg, ·this petty squabbling. We are not here to argue , about _ mmor �. ''" (Continued on Page 5) 
things among omselves, but to discuss ways and means of settling the ,_;,< 3rl Arab-Israeli dispute. point where it pla<:es thousands of 
FRANCE, U.S.S.R. & U.S. (in unison): Shut up. students each year from over 130 
T .,Q.XY ,x BEN PN IMB UNITED KINGDOM: I am going to cable my government about colleges in meaningful, career­
this outra"eous farce. What 'is going. on here? We came to discuss oriented jobs. It'provides full-time 
the Mid-E"ast situation and you clow11s sit around arguing about internships during the summer and MARKET ·coMMENTS silly things and making jokes: Bad �oke�, yet. �rom,the U.S. deleg�te part-time employment during the By GARY B. ,MEISELS
51¾ 22¾ 10½ 13 200s 339 
that's to be expecte_d. Ever srnce Dick and Sp_ iro got ele�te?,. t�ey ve year while school is in session. 
been touring the countiy with thei1:_ act, showm¥ qff"their m!mita�ly There are also full-time positions 
"sharp" sense of humor. So, over there, bad JO�es seem to be 1_n, for the off-campus work periods of 
but from you two - Her Majesty's Government will not stand for it. students attending co-op colleges. !I---,--;,.,-�--------------'---'-------' 
U.S. (sarcastically): I always knew that Her Majesty had a good Colleges and student participa-
·sense of hunior. .. . , 1 tion 'in the Urban Corps is 'designed 
U .S.S.R.: Will you capitalist bloc�eajs, stop arguing? Let's get to serve thre� basic goals: . 
down to essentials. I'm hungry. Let s eat lunch. A) To prov�qe an oppo1t�ruty for 
u .S.: Is i]�at in the form of a motion ? , , i students to �earn_, ab�ut Ci�y gov-
U.S.S._R.: Motl/in? Wlio needs 
1
a . motion to ' eat lunch? All I need ,f� ;;e;�
t 
�it�:��:� l�t:i_.:::�� a1:a 
is hunger pains. . d- . . • ; ? , to become personalfy involved in · U.S.: ,Didn't 'y61l ,ever hear 1
1
about'))arllamentaiy �roc:dure,. , the problems of the American City. 
· ·u.S.S.R.: No. rti rif:? native'"c'ountry, we have no '"gafl_iamfnt and, B) To provide a s9urce_ of fi-
·nd'.rprocedui:e.' ,,,,.:,,,,. "_ _ 
·'< :! 
. . , 
· _ · ,._ 
1 • nancial assis�ance .. �o s�udents :wlio 
. . France: But first/'• gehtle'rlfon, \vi!",sh'011-ld• difc�ss .sb'methJ.ng. · l mu�t "'.'ork m 0,1:d�i;. to continue 
. U.S.S.R.: o.K. My· eountry3{voh't let' Egypt 'negotia,te _ unless· Is1·aet · then- h1ghe:· e_clucaJ�on. . . 
gives up all the territo'l'Y ,that •she iwon <:lw�ng the'.'wa.r."' ·'· 1 , ?) To
f 
P1?tfd1 �he _, City m':�t�n� u:s.: My count�-y wou.?t ,le.t Israel,neg�tiate unless Eg;ypt , recog- ����o c:oab�:l/�::;ying out 
nizes her. , , . JJ ,,.
_ - _ 1 ' v : 1 · 't , ' .,.,.:, Ufgently needed assignments. It is 
FRANCE: My country, will not let Egypt negotiate. <>,•·-\ � • hoped that the interns after grad-
UNITED KINGDOM: My count1y will 1n9t let Isra�\1 no�otiate. uation return to City employment 
U.S.S.R.: Stop,. you capitalist dund
erheads ! Let's ·ie�J. Enough ·to .�Jrilplete_ the' 'job they started 
talk. t'l'l" ,,, 
, while atendmg college. 
} " u'.'S.: The cook has complafi;ied' t\\:i,t we eat 
too many different Sc;�!
ul
t970 summer program will •1ishes. W� 
all 
,
:
n
ust order the _ sa��\ 
t�mg.
. . 
, 
1 begin June 8, and continue until U.S.S.R.: I 11 have bo,rscht_ mit w1enerschmtzel; August 29. The program may, how-
FRANCE: Chicken a la mein. 
"'" 
ever, with th'e concurrence of each 
U.S.: Hamburger on rye. college, be extended for a num-
UNITED KINGDOM: No good. We must all order the same dish. ber of weeks. · 
d 't k d The academic year program, U.S.S.R.: O.K. I'll have chicken a la meih. They on ma e goo 1970-71 will ·begin at 'the end of bol'Scht here anyway. 
, , September, 1970. 
U S · Me too Sponsorship: How to Participate -
UNITED' KINGDOM: Now that we're all agreed on what to eat, in the Urban Corps Program 
I suggest that we adjourn. But first, we can give a release to the The Federal government, through 
press: the College Work-Study Program, 
"AT LAST NIGHT'S BIG FOUR TALKS, THERE WAS SUB- has long financed the employment 
STANTIAL AGREEMENT." of students who need funds to con-
Yeah, about what to eat for lunch. tinue their undergraduate or grad-r.e=�;;;��====================ij I uate education. These funds cur­
For all your banking needs 
Don't fret, ;ust feel af ease 
rently amount to 80% of the stu-
dents' wages. In the past, nearly 
all such students worked at the 
colleges which paid the remaining 
Because this is a business school, I am writing a new article on 
finance for your reading pleasure. These articles 'reflect only a sum­
mary of market activity, and do not in any way sugg st to the reader 
what to pu�·6hase or s,ell in the arket si�c�1_i�e wr&ter i's not � li­
censed broker. 
We haye. noti�ed iJ:J. the last fe,'! weeks the uncertainty of the 
market, by the Ind;strial Average ho'lding at the 750-760 level. With 
the Lincoln National Bank of Philadelphia announcement of its' PRIME 
RATE cu\ of_2½ _a we·ek and a half ago, the tight market Jor money 
may stait a 11ew swing �oi;_the.iuture. The reaction of any n�s on the 
reduction, of ,,the interest'.c.i:�-a.(e is mot suprising nor is the psychological 
effect. •Th'e public 1 has seeftV-mai'ket·prices drop almost•25½ from its 
high of 985,many months1'�o.''A.ny �1gn of good ne,vt aneviating the 
high interest rates woui4· l\elp the' s�<1-ll''inve;toi-; a� well as the big 
investor. '' 
To use a spring-like term, the season is now HARBINGING to a 
new statio,na1y level of resistance. I think it ii, only' a matter. of time, 
,vii�n the major banks \vill join in 'on 'the PRIME RATE reduction. With 
huge Jal)uary losses and good February rises,-M;J.rch may be the right 
month for the upward trend to begin. Because the ta..x season is now 
in full bloom, investors will look to the rest of this year to capitalize 
on their losses of last year. 
• 1 ;{'
)li:i, market is starting to spurt with enthusiasm over the tremen­
dous talk about �he Interest Rate reduction urged by the public. 
With many stocks sinking to new lows in recent months, a stock 
like Occidental
h 
which reported higher earnings, remains ,vith little 
movement in t e unce1tain market," although it was the most active 
stock in 1968 and 1969. 
Xero x is,,,being affected, with reports that IBM will enter the 
photocopy industry. President Nixon has been delaying his decision on 
major changes in the oil-import, and that is curtailing any of the oil 
stocks' movement. Airlines are constantly talking , merger, such as 
American with Trans-Caribbean, North East and No1·th West to men­
tion a few; also the new JlJMBO Jets are rolling out at a rapid pace 
to meet the travellers' needs. Only last week, rate reductions on Euro­
pean fl_lgJ1ts were announced to encourage more passenger service. The 
passenger can now go to the country qf Germany, with everything in­
cluded, for as little as $350, according to the L FTHANSA adver­
tisements - But see America first!! 
I' II answer all you'r questions 
Without the ·slightest obiecfions· 
20% of their salaries out of its1.-------------------------� 
Call MICHAEL iKAUFMAN. 
at the 
EMPIRE STATE BUILDING OFFICE 
of 
IRVING TRUST COMPANY 
553-41 17
You have a fell ow BARUCHIAN at Irving Trust 
own funds. 
The Office of Higher Education 
of the Department of Health, Ed­
ucation and Welfare which super­
vises the program, encourages col­
leges to seek off-campus jobs with 
public service organizations for 
their students. The City of Tew 
· York meets all Federal criteria of 
an off-campus employer. The Ur­
ban Corps was created by the City 
so that these students may be 
placed in positions in municipal 
government ,vith the City paying 
the required 20% of their salaries. 
Any college participating in the 
Federal Work-Study Program may 
The Department of Management is considering of­
fering Management 303, A Seminar on Contemporary 
Management Problems, during the 1970 Summer Session. 
If sufficient interest exists, this 3 credit course will 
be taught by Mr. A. Booke and will be offered on Mon­
day, Wednesday and Thursday from 8:00-9:40 P.lVI. 
This course is also open to non-Management majors 
(Juniors and Seniors). 
Anyone interested in registering for this course is 
urged to contact Mr. Booke, in Room 907-A. 
join the Urban Corps, upon sign-.�--------------------------' 
Tuesday, March 10, 1970 
LOCUlS 
By SHELDON SWEID 
THE R EP ORTE R 
Urban Corps . . . 
(Continued from Page 4) 
a W-2 Withholding Tax State­
ment in accordance with the law. 
Urban Corps interns are not sub­
ject to Social Seecurity deduc­
tions, under their Civil Service 
classification. 
ests and placement needs, coupled 
with a continuing effort to find the 
highest quality positions available, 
guide Urban Corps Program De­
velopment. Urban Corps meets 
with designated Coordinators in 
eacheach City agency and depart­
ment to determine how student 
Page Five 
Letter to Editor . . . 
(Continued from Page 2) 
law is accurately stated all other 
statistics in your a1ticle are wo1th­
less. 
Investigation of articles before 
printing is the key to journalistic 
accuracy (but you know that!) 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Workmen's C ornp-ensatioJt skills may be best utilized. Vari- Cyrille A. G. Alcee 
0 E TUDE T' POINT OF REFERENCE By order of the Mayor, Urban ous units within the agency then Corps interns are fully covered by submit for approval by the Urban Dear Editor: 
The Vanity Press. The Repo1ter has expanded, most recently, from Workmen's Compensation Insur- Corps formal, written requests for Being totally bored one evening 
a sketcliy four or six-page issues, which sometimes contained almost ance at the City's expense. college interns. Each request is as I waited for class, I decided to 
an equal ratio of 'copy' to advertising, to issues runnning eight, or Method of Payment evaluated on the basis of the previ- intellectually stimulate myself by 
even twelve pages, with adve1tising matter at a barest sustaining Urban Corps interns submit by- ous on-the-job review by the Urban reading The Reporter. I stumbled 
minimum. In the course of this evolution, thanks to the leadership and, weekly timecards to their super- Corps staff of the calibre of the upon a column by Leumas Le 
at the same time, almost "laissez-faire' direction of the editor, Jay visor for submission to our Fiscal position and the agency effective- Tied, entitled "The Spectacle of 
Siegel, a most notable development has occurred; Columns and col- Office. The Urban Corps, through ness. Death - The Victims," (March 2 
umnists have evolved, and the greatest forum has come to Baruch the Office of the Comptroller of Urban Corps student interns issue). Being somewhat open­
through which student and faculty, alike, can express their views. The the City of New York, prepares have served as a valuable source minded I must say this was one 
astounding thing is that if someone has something to say, no matter payrolls for all participating stu- of manpower for the City and have of the most slanted articles I have 
what, The Reporter will go to any lengths to print it! And usually does! dents. Institutions are billed bi- enabled it to implement programs ever read. What really amazes me 
I am awe-struck by some of my contemporaries who, amazingly, have weekly for the gross amount due and provide services which other- is the ridiculous logic of Mr. Le 
gone city-,vide, state-wide, national, and even international, on us. all students for the matching ,vise would have been impossible. Tied in condemning the Arab race 
Two weeks ago for instance, two columns were occupied almost com- share. The Institution remits one Among these have been a study for the actions of a few, as shown 
pletely, with opinions on Israel; a third, with exquisite comment on payment for all its students for of municipal ambulance service, a by his brilliant description of the 
Mr. Nixon and the establishment, a fourth on the ABM and pollution, the time period, AND payment to survey of vest-pocket housing "Book of Arab Heroes" as being 
a fifth on the Hippies Love and LSD. How about some news of the the individual students is made by needs, tutoring the ghetto youth, the smallest book in the world. I 
school? the Urban Corps. particination in Theatre Arts, and guess this just goes to show that 
The Nesting Place, Box 909A, has received its first challenge to, NOTE: It requires two weeks, or expanded recreation programs in possession of intellig
ence is not 
the Student Housing Shortage, The readership will be kept informed one full pay period, after the bi- the City's parks and housing proj- a prerequisi
te of college entrance, 
of progress, or lack of it. Meantim�, if you do have need of living weekly time-cards are received, to ects. 
at least not in the case of ceitain 
quarters, please contact us and we will try to help . . . process and distribute payment. Placement is based upon the col
umnists. 
Vignettes. To the question, when asked at Baruch College: "Is there Thus, interns should be prepared 
student's own assignment pref- 1 suppose I could write a sim-
a Doctor in the house," must be added a counter query: "What kind to wait four weeks until they re-
erences, interests, experience and ilar aiticle concerning the "ac­
of a Doctor - a Lady Doctor?" You see, we have all s01ts of Lady ceive their first check; following 
academic background as indicated cidential'' bombing of civilian Arab 
Doctors here, and all of them are not physicians! checks will be distributed bi-
on his application. Students are factories, or the "accidental" 
Dr. Katherine E . .  Moyna, (Associate Professor, Physical and Health weekly. 
referred by mail for an interview bombing of the U.S. communica-
at their prospective work locations. tion ship two years ago, but, in 
Education, El.S., N.Y.U.; M.S. Teachers College, Columbia; Ew.D., Loan System Either the student or his super- my opinion, it would be a waste 
N.Y.U.) you may note, should you chance to visit her office on the visor may at this time determine of paper. It seems that most New 
7th floor, is a very charming young woman who is also very trim An Urban Corps Loa
n Fund has that the placement is unsuitable, in Yorkers are brain-washed into 
and proper, and ce1tainly knows her way around the Gym. In fact, been eStablished to assiSt the in- which case reassignment will be thinking Israel is the panacea of 
should you want the benefit of her excellent guidance, you might wish tem in need of funds when a de- made. goodness. 
to consult with her regarding several new activities which are being lay in receiving payment to which Once on the job, interns, upon Please print this letter, as I am 
planned for next semester: It is expected that courses in Karate and the intern is already entitled is
 interested in seeing what emo-
other methods of self-defense will be offered and that spoits activities the fault of the Urban Corps Ad-
informing their supervisors and 
tional, but illogical, response I 
will be available for students during their free time. Why not take ministration. Interns must m
ake with the approval of Urban Corps will get. 
advantage of both of these? certain their time cards are sub- administration, may seek transfer Respectfully yours, 
We Demand. There are lots and lots of things that appear in need 
mitted promptly when due in °rder to another assignment. Peter J. Billera, Grad 9 
of betterment; it would be a sorry world if there were no more room 
to avoid delays. --------------------------
left for improvement. But some of the best things in the world are, Housing 
indeed, free, and all one has to do, really, is merely ask for them. 
The Reporter, as one of the most outspoken and effective voices 
on campus, has don'.! much to initiate change, and to oversee that 
changes must be for "the general good." 
Sometimes, in its eagerness, an overly loud voice might have been 
raised; even, perhaps, advocacy for negative reforms might have been 
put forward. 
Example: In the issue of February 16, 1970, an Editorial of the 
HIGHEST TYPE (½" to be exact) shouted: "Publication Autonomy 
Obviously Essential." 
The Reporter, perhaps to its own astonishment, has had complete 
and unequivocal autonomy for as long as The Publications Association 
came into existence, the exact date of which I cannot inform the 
readership until I have completed more detailed research into its be­
ginnings. Now, why ask for Autonomy when, apparently, you should 
be knowledgeable enough to know you have it? 
When The Reporter took on a new Editor, The Publications As­
sociation was informed by the then incumbent Editor, Marion Johnston, 
that she would turn over all necessary documents to her successor. 
At subsequent times, however, when we inquired about the Chatter 
and Constitution of The Publication Association, it was unavailable. 
WE APOLOGIZE 
In last weeks issue of The Reporter, Dean Dispen­
zieri was admonished in the Council Communications 
Section for failing to notify Evening Session Council of 
a meeting on Open Enrollment. The Dean did in fact no­
tify the appropriate "student leaders" in time. They just 
didn't bother to pick up their mail until it was to late. 
Last year, arrangements were 
made with New York University 
to house in dormitories those stu­
dents who had not arranged for 
housing accommodations of their 
own. Similar arrangements for the 
coming summer are being prepared 
at the most reasonable rates that 
can be attained. 
The Assignment: Where and 
How -Interns are Placed 
Over 80 City Departments utilize 
the servics of Urban Corps In­
terns. Private, non-profit organiza­
tions may also be eligible to par­
ticipate in the program if they are 
found to maintain some fiscal or 
administrative liaison with an 
established agency of the City. 
Occasionally, special Task Force 
projects are organized under the 
sponsorship of Urban Corps itself. 
With the exception of a small pro­
fessional staff, the Urban Corps 
Office is administered entirely by 
studant interns. 
Students may be assigned in­
dividually to the professional staffs 
of the various agencies, or they 
may work in small Task Force 
groups with a tninimum of formal 
supervision. 
Determinations of student inter-
Right Than . . .
(Continued from Page 2) 
Dr. Timothy Leary is being indicted for possessing marijuana 
in the State of Texas. If convicted of possession, not sale, he 
faces a possible ten-year prison sentence. It seems incredible 
to me that Dr. Leary may spend the next ten years in jail for 
possessing a stimulant which medical science, to this date, 
has proven to be less harmful than cigarettes. Last year over 
100,000 people died of cigarette-induced lung cancer. More 
than twice that amount died from the nation's biggest killer 
- alcoholism. Yet. cigarettes and alcohol are legal. In the
entire history of the United States there is not one recorded 
instance of death from marijuana usage. In fact marijuana 
has been used in this country long before E'urope;n explorers 
set sail for the New World. It was smoked in the peace pipes 
of the Plains Indians and other Indian tribes. 
In the early 1950's the marijuana prohibitionists (better 
known as the liquor lobby) linked cannabis to narcotics. The 
American people have been subjected to a constant barrage 
of this misinformation ever since. This week the Baruch stu­
dent has the opportunity to formulate his own opinion on the 
marijuana question. On Thursday, March 12, at 8:30 P.M. in 
the Oak Lounge of the Student Center, Congressman Ed 
Koch will speak on the marijuana question. On Friday, March 
13, at 8 :30 in the Oak Lounge there will be an open forum 
disscussion between faculty and students on the same topic. 
After hearing all sides on this issue, I trust you too, will want 
the unwritten amendment to the Constitution repealed. Mari­
juana should not be illegal. 
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Society, on Wednesday, March The Board of Higher Education tonight (February 24) 18th, 1970 will present Mr. 
Turetsky from Retail Elec- approved a three-year contract covering more than 2,000 em-
tronics. The meeting will be ployees in clerical and secretarial positions throughout the 
held in the Oak Lounge at City University of New York. The negotiations were con-
8:00 A.M. All students are ducted with Local 384, affiliated with District Council 37 of 
cordially invited to attend. the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Em­Free refreshments will be 
served. ployees through the City's Office o.f Labor Relations. . 
:::.::::....:...::.=.:. ______________________ "1'• The contract covers employees m 
He·ll·o Out There 
Playrads Annual Spring Workshop Presentation will be 
a little early this year. On March 11th at 7:30 P.M. in the 
Oak Lounge of the Student Center, Playi-ads, the Drama Soc­
iety, will have its Spring New Members Reception. All pers��s 
interested in joining Playrnds and participating in its activi­
ties are invited to attend. At this reception, you will get a 
chance to meet the members of Playrads and find out what 
activities the organization has in store for the future. 
Also at this Reception, Playrads will present a one-act 
play, Hello Out There, by William Saroyan as its first part 
of its Spring Workshop Presentation. The play deals with the 
confrontation that truth meets when faced with the narrow 
mindeness of human beings. It is a bold and striking play, 
yet very tender and touching. 
Starring in this play are: Esther Leffak, a new and 
beautiful face at Baruch, and Peter Mazzuca. The play is 
directed by Mr. Paul Berman, faculty advisor to Playrads. 
Mr. Berman has appeared on Broadway, television and in 
films. 
On March 23rd, Playrads will present the second half of 
its Spring Workshop Presentation. This part will consist 
of two-one-act plays by Tennessee Williams. 'The plays are 
Moody's Kid Don't Cry and The Case of The Crushed Petun-
ians. 
Hope to see you at Playrads Spring Workshop Presenta­
tion on March 11th and 23rd. 
CUNY And 
The City 
"In this city a public university does not have the op­
tion of retiring from the battle," Dr. Albert H. Bowker, 
chancellor of the City University of New York recently told 
educators and laymen attending the Regent Conference on 
Higher Education at the New York Hilton Hotel. 
The head of the 175,000-studen.S 
university traced a range of edu- to the crisis of the city as it was 
cational changes under way and seen to be a "prime component" 
under consideration. He credited of state and national problems and 
students with waking the academic that private universities and col­
world up to its neglect of self- Jeges would be more closely in­
criticism and with the present rec- volved in "social problem-solving" 
ognition that "the old methods of as they "come to rely more heav­
governance, the old academic pat- ily upon public tax resources for 
terns, and the old relationship to financial aid," 
the city's problems are insufficient The new generation of college 
to the needs of our time." students "stymied by an economy 
Dr. Bowker predicted that other and political structure apparently 
public institutions would respond indifferent to outrageous social in-
Reply To The 
Mad Bomber 
Dear Thing, 
I address you as "thing" because you are certainly not a man. 
You stupid S.O.B., you made me leave Statistics free lab right in the 
middle of my homework and I had to haul my carcass down ten floors 
which is twenty flights of stairs. To this I take personal insult. 
the Titles College 'Office Assistant 
A and College Secretarial Assis­
tant A, College Office Assistant B 
and College Secretarial Assistant 
B, and College Administrative As­
sistant for the period July 1, 1969 
to June 30, 1972. 
During this thi-ee-year period, 
salary increases will be made in 
each of the three categories as 
shown on the attached schedule. 
Employees in the A category re­
ceive an increase of $800 in annual 
salary retroactive July 1, 1969; 
those in the B category, $900; and 
those in the C category, $1,000. For 
the cun-ent year, the new salary 
schedules begin at $5,800 for the 
entering secretary or office assis­
tant and rise to $11,450 at the top 
of the third, or administrative as­
sistant rank. 
The contract also deals with 
overtime compensation, increased 
educational opportunities, and re­
vised grievance procedures. 
Under the contract, secretarial, 
clerical, and administrative per­
sonnel now may enroll in college 
courses at the graduate and pre­
baccalaureate levels without pay­
ing tuition, in addition to the un­
dergraduate courses already avail­
able. 
The contract was ratified by the 
union on January 7, 1970. It is sub­
ject to the final approval of the 
Mayor. Both mediation and fact­
finding were employed in the nego­
tiations. 
justice,'' Dr. Bowker said, "chose 
the university as a lever to move 
society itself." 
He said, "The direction of that 
movement in the decade ahead 
will largely be determined by our 
response." 
Calling the open admission plan 
to be implemented in September 
the "most visible dynamic of City 
University today,'' Dr. Bowker 
also cited his institution's new ap­
proaches to governance "providing 
access to decision-power within 
the university to all elements af­
fected by it," a phenomenon that 
"goes against every axiom on the 
acquisition and retention of 
power." 
He challenged the view that four 
years is the necessary "time de­
sign" for the baccalaureate and 
suggested that the university 
should be seen as a "recurring re­
source" through life for the stu­
dent, who would return "to avoid 
professional technical obsoles­
cence" and to expand "all of his 
intellectual horizons for the sheer 
delight of acquiring new knowl­
edge and keener taste." 
"The future scholar may not 
approach full academic symmetry 
until fairly late in life," he said, 
"but he will at least carry from 
his collegiate experience the skills 
required for economic survival in 
the increasingly technological so­
ciety." 
Another "revolutionary thres­
hold," he feels, is designing col­
lege curricular "to meet real needs 
of students and the communities 
which they will inhabit rather than 
forcing the students to conform 
to the preordained academic pat­
tern of the college." 
He believes that career studies 
and the liberal arts need not be 
You should drop dead already, or, better yet, subject yourself to 
a corrective surgical procedure. Since we have established the fact 
that you are not a man, then I believe feminine corrective surgical 
methods would obtain . . It is quite evident that your brains are academically incompatible as evi­
encased in your lower region ( what little of them there are), and that denced by the significant flow of 
your thoughts exit from a paper sphincter which needs repair. career graduates to baccalaureate 
This is the second bomb scare you have pulled on us. Watch out, and graduate colleges. Students 
thing, because if I ever catch you I'll perform a perineocalporectomy- who have their "first encounter omectomy on you without anesthesia. 
William P. Hughes with academic success" in career 
P.S. I am not a surgeon. (Continued on Page 9) 
Do you see rainbows on a cold, windy, rainy day? 
Does your concentration very often go astray? 
Do trivial chores seem worthwhile doing? 
Does life have meaning for you? 
Are you in love? 
How do you know when you're in love? 
Do you love? 
Do you know how to love? 
Do you know what is expected of you? 
Is there anything quite like love? 
What ·is love? 
Why is it so difficult to write about love? 
Does a plant grow without water? 
How does a child grow without love? 
Love with all its joys - it feels so good -
When the person you love loves you 
Love with all its sorrow - it hurts so bad -
To love someone so desperately and not be loved in return 
Have you ever felt that you would never survive the next 
hour? day? or week? 
Was it the fear of losing the one you love? 
Did his or her love pull you through? 
How can you live without love and loving? 
-Maddalena Nappi 
11:ltnit Wn l!tthia 
. . quiet mysticism 
of mixed sources, 
dark and white, 
shaded ever so finely, 
deep brown eyes, 
melancholy, all-knowing, 
transcendental, 
wisdom, 
Self-contained, deep, 
starvation, squalor, 
yet undescribable beauty, 
contrasts, to warm a poet's heart, 
an affirmation of the thought 
that God and the devil 
have the same face ... 
-Alfred Charasz 
Jrarttittg 
Let me go back to fields and trees 
Where air and sky give me that harmony; 
Let me praise nature on my knees, 
The song of birds, the gentle wind, 
That is my symphony. 
Let me live close to earth 
And be creative, 
Work with my hands, my mind, 
Or lie beneath a rustling tree 
Where wind and air and sky and love 
Are hallmarks of my liberty. 
-Alfred Oharasz 
1Dt,m, Wqr JJhrtun 
Time passes, but slowly. 
The future is there, 
Waiting to happen. 
It will not be changed. 
Time is the measure of man's enduxance 
How long must I wait, 
To live the future, 
To remember the past? 
Time is the enemy of impatients. 
Sixty seconds in a minute. 
The future, the present, become one. 
Slowly, I can see it. 
-David Kissman 
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As Seen From Here 
By LE MAS LE TIED 
Accounting 
Meeting 
The Accounting Society is 
pleased to announce that on 
Tuesday, March 10, 1970 Mr. 
Abraham N. Tawil of the Ac-
College Recruitin,g 
Heading Downward 
(Last i eek I had indicated at the end of my colum that 
thfis w ek Twas going to discuss the Conspirators. However, 
the cfrcmnstances of Monsieur Pornpidoii's visit to the U.S. 
and the subsequent demonstrcition.s conspired against t:hat 
decision and convinced me, instead, to write about these dem­
onst1·ations, specifically the one in which T participated, the 
one ·in front of the Waldorf on Monday night. So, fresh from 
the dernonstration, I now write.) 
counting Department, will 
speak on the 1969 Tax Reform 
Act, Time: 8 :30 P.M. Place: 
College recruiting activity, apparently reflecting· the 
nation's softening economy, remains in a downtrend at mid­
point in the 1969-70 season, according to Lawrence A. 
Lansner, placement director at The Bernard M. Baruch Col­
lege, one of the 141 participating institutions in the College 
Placement Council's Salary Survey. 
Marble Lounge. A discussion 
and refreshments will follow. 
Compared to a year ago, the,4•>-------------­
national statistics reveal a drop i
1
n level, 26% at the master's level, volume of 16% at the bachelor s and 14% at the Ph. D. level. 
These data are included in the 
"Damn ou, Pompidou ... " Cancer Crusade Council's second Salary Survey re-port of the season. It issues three such reports each year, covering 
... someone bellowed from where he sat piggyback on 
his friend, projecting himself over the crowd, his voice like 
a thunderclap in the dark night . .. "Damn you, Pompidou," 
he repeated, this time even louder than before, if that were 
possible. The crowd heard and took up the chant. A roar burst 
forth - "DAMN YOU POMPI-DOU" "DAMN YOU 
POMPI-DOU" ... They �ontinued this for awhile, and I slow� 
ly began to thread my way through the crowd. 
On the girl directly in front of me, pasted across her 
back, was an oblong strip of paper which read in bold letters, 
"ISRAEL MUST LIVE." As I looked about me I observed 
that most everyone had such or similar strips pasted to their 
clothing, some had them on their backs in every which way, 
some on their sleeves, and some down the front, across the 
chest, or in some other position. Coming towards me from 
the other direction, also in a single file, straining against 
the police barricades as they made their way, were all sorts 
of people each can-ying pasted on his breast a disklike piece 
of paper with the word "Pompidou" arched across the top, 
and the one word "J' ACCUSE" boldly across the middle. The 
crowd became too thick and forward movement became im­
possible. I stopped. The crowd, I noticed, had quieted down 
considerably and were now no longer chanting - when sud­
denly the subdued atmosphere was rent with cheering and 
applause. 
I hoisted myself to the platform of the plaza in front of 
the Bankers Trust Co. (on which cops were stationed to pre­
vent anyone from standing there) to see what the excitment 
was all about. On the street, Park Ave., moving slowly past, 
were several cars, one a convertable with its top turned down, 
overhung with American and Israeli flags; the others, with 
their windows down and American and Israeli flags hanging 
out, waving in the night air. There was more cheering. 
Scanning the crowd I saw a variety of signs, some held 
aloft with sticks, others by hands. Two signs, both hand­
lettered, stand out in my memory, perhaps because of 
their proximity to me. In various colors, one read, "STOP 
SELLING JEWISH BLOOD FOR LYBIAN OIL." The other 
went, "POMPIDOU, YOU HAVE AN AWFUL LOT OF 
GAULLE." The whooping and cheering began to die down. 
No sooner had it subsided than a loud, thundering voice rang 
out, "Sell perfume to Lybia and jets to Israel." The chanting 
was resumed. I hopped off the platform and renewed my 
struggle through the crowd. 
Surveys have been conducted in many lands to find out 
what newspaper headline people would most like to see. Al­
most invariably their choice is: Cancer Cure Found! 
After the tremendous scientific triumph attained when 
men walked on the moon, many people asked a pointed ques­
tion: Why can't su�h resource� be devoted to finding a can­
cer cure ? The Amencan Cance1'� 
Society �as told_ the nation . t_hat one of three cancer patients is we . are . m a del!?ate and critical now being saved. The doctors te)J period m the h�story of cancer us that with present knowledge it control. The Society has warned could be one of two saved if the 
that the lev�ling off of govern- cancer is diagnosed in time and 
ment e�pend1�ures for cancer re- pi·operly treated. search 1s placmg a heavy demand But the difference between the 
on the Society for increased re- moon project and the scientific 
search support. . . . war against cancer only points up At the sa�e . time scie".tists the importance of getting our have frankly mdicat�d the differ- priorities straight. The American ence between . reachmg for the Cancer Society says that the can­moon and seekmg the. conq�est _ �f cer control effort is in jeopardy cancer. All the basic scientific in two vital anias - in the need 
kno�ledge for a moonshot was for speedier and more effective 
availabh when the moon proJect application of research results to was undertak�n. It be�ame a mat- the cancer patient, and in the de­ter of applyrng maximum tech- velopment of cancer research it­nology and effort to the goal - self. and the goal was re3:ched even be- To help meet these pressing fore the scheduled time. needs the Cancer Crusade this Wit!: re�p_ect_ to canc�r , mych ?f year deserves greater support than 
the scientific :information is still ever before A volunteer of the 
to be discovered and unraveled. 
The innermost secrets of life pro- Society's New York City Division 
cesses are involved. Much has al- will soon call on you. We urge 
ready been found and that's why that you give generously. 
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PRESIDENT WEA VER addressed University of Dallas 
graduate management students on "The Urban Complex" 
February 6, as part of the UD Management Classics Lecture 
Series MISS ROSLYN MASS (English) attended the 
Young Filmmaker's Day Conference, sponsored by the Metro­
politan Area Film Teacher's Association, February 21 
Amper,Sand & Question-Mark, a book of poems, by MR. J. 
KENNETH LAWLESS (English) has just been published. 
. Mr. Lawless' poems have currently appeared in Cats, Goliards, 
The people - they came from everywher� and consisted Zeitgeist, and The Ann Arbor Review PROFESSOR 
of everyone, Jew and non-Jew, black a1:d white; they were SAMUEL A. DYCK MAN (Accountanc ) hio-hli hted the 1969 all there, old and young, boys anad girls. Some were the Y O g 
shouting, vivacious type; others were the quiet, brooding Tax Reform Act as guest speaker of the Accountants Square 
type. But they all came and all knew the central purpose for Club, February 24 ... PROFESSOR MORTIMER R. FEIN­
their coming - to express their vast dissatisfaction with De BERG (Psychology) co�authored "Mail Research Upsets Long 
Gaulle's protege, the stu�ent who strives to excel the master. Held Notions For Hiring" with Dr. Valentine Appel in the 
I heard o�e p�rsoi: question w�ether_ the wounds he had suf- January Reporter of Direct Mail Advertising ... PROFESSOR 
fered while fightmg for the hberat10n of France from the SAMUEL THO MAS (P IT I S · ) 1 t d M . 4 Nazis would not have been incurred for a more noble cause O i ica cience ec ure a1. on 
if he had fought elsewhere and had received them there. "The Management Process in a Changing Environment" be­
Another said that apparently his brother had died in vain. fore the Personnel Management for Executives conference 
But then again it isn't really the French people nor their sponsored by the Northeast Army Regional Training Cen­
views that Pompidou is representing with his current Mid- ter ... PROFESSOR ABRAHAM J. BRILOFF (Accountancy) 
East policy. continued his ongoing critique of shortcomings in accounting's 
professional practice standards before the Illinois Society of 
CP A's Feb. 24 with an address: "Big Busts and Deflated 
Bosoms of the Sixties (or the Accountants as Voyeurs)." It 
dealt with how " ... the financial community and investors 
generally were made to sustain very substantial losses .. . 
because our generally accepted accounting principles, applied 
actual offers being made to male 
students. The final report for the 
year will be released in late June. 
The Council, headquartered in 
Bethlehem, Pa., is the non-profit 
national service organization for 
the college placement and recruit­
ment field, serving approximately 
1,300 colleges and 2,100 employers. 
At the bachelor's level, tech­
nical candidates are the hardest 
hit, experiencing a drop of 24% 
over last March. This substantial 
decrease . is due, in large part, to 
reductions in activity in the aero­
space industry, historically the 
employer group making the most 
offers. A year ago, for example, 
there were 2,2 84 aerospace offers; 
this year the number is down to 
962. Other major employer groups 
showing a decline in technical 
volume are chemicals, electrical 
machinery, and electronics. 
While the number of offers to 
non-technical candidates has gone 
up 2.8% over those of last March, 
this figure has been bolstered by 
an increase in offers to accounting 
majors. Two of the three other 
non-technical curricula in· the re­
port experienced a decline in of­
fers, including general business, 
the second largest category, which 
dropped 8%. 
Since March 1967, the peak year 
in over-all recruiting activity, 
technical volume has dropped 14% 
while non-technical volume has ad­
vanced 26%, largely because of ac­
counting offers. 
The a{;Counting category, the 
one notable exception in the down­
trend, is continuing its meteoric 
rise, both in number of offers and 
in percentage increase in average 
dollar value of offers. Accounting 
majors have received 9% more of­
fers than in the similar period last 
year, with 80% of them made by 
public accounting firms. Over the 
three-year period from March 196 7, 
the volume of offers to graduat­
ing accountants has risen 56%. 
Dollarwise, accounting has been 
increasing at an average rate of 
approximately 9% a year for the 
last 3 years and is apparently con­
tinuing that trend with a gain 
since last June of 8.5% - from 
$761 to $826. 
Other than public accounting 
firms, the only large-volume em­
ployer groups with substantial in­
creases in activity are public utili­
ties and petroleum. Some smaller­
volume groups have also increased 
their activity, but the gains have 
not been sizable enough to offset 
the losses of the previous leaders. 
In terms of dollar values, aver­
age sta1'.ting salaries at the 
bachelor's level continue to rise in 
the face of reduced employer ac­
tivity. Offers to technical candi­
dates have gone up 5.1 % sine() 
June - from $819 to $861. Offers 
to nontechnical students have risen 
7.6% for the comparable period -
from $711 to $76 5 - but, again, 
(Continu€d on Page 9) 
And then there were the ubiquitous cops. At times one 
had difficulty telling whether the cops were there to keep 
order or were also participating in the demonstration - there 
were so many of them. On the corner of 48th and Park I 
counted only a handful of demonstrators and there were, to 
be precise, 37 cops, four even had several stripes and gold 
badges. 
For the most pa.rt, however, the demonstration was 
peaceful and orderly, and the cops for the most part con­
tained themselves. On 49th St. between Madison and Park, 
I managed to overhear a nice and friendly conversation be­
tween a cop and an elderly man. The latter was telling the 
cop that though he could understand the need for barricades, 
they nevertheless aroused in him deep emotions; they sum­
moned up stark memories of another world. The barricades, 
with the concurrence of our colleagues in the profession, per- ------------� 
mitted an artificial inflation in the share values of a partic­
ular corporation or group of corporations, followed by the 
inexorable return to reality." ... Andre Malraux: The Human 
Adventure by PROFESSOR VIOLET HORVATH (Romance 
Languages) has just been published by the NYU Press. In a 
letter to Professor Horvath Malraux praised "its structure, in 
the penetration with which you have harmonized elements 
which seem to harmonize so little ... " The letter and an En­
glish translation are on display outside the Oak Lounge. (Contmued on Page 12) 
To smoke or 
not to smoke? 
Marijuana, that is. 
FORUM DISCUSSION 
Friday, March 13, 1970 
Oak Lounge � 8:30 pm 
Page Eight 
THE GRADUATE TEMPER 
By CAVALIER 
It's warming up, but then you noticed that already. 
And your sleepy, Sunday morning, Times-scanning eyes no doubt 
intercepted that interesting article (March 1) on the moonlighting 
professors in general and our own Dr. David J. Rachman (Mktg.) in 
particular. As the world now knows, our man behind the podium is 
corraling about $50,000 plus a year. Industrious, an over-achiever, man 
to emulate. There's a man to watch. Not bad ... 
And also within the Marketing Department, I have learned, there 
is an instructor who favors substitution of the thesis with two courses 
in an area other than the major. This would mean that in order to 
receive the degree you would be required to complete 36 rather than 
30 course credits. I am also told that he intends to present his plan 
to the Committee on Graduate Studies for action. As conceived, the 
alternative would permit the student to sele•t the pass-fail system 
for performance evaluation. It is also adumbrated that this plan will 
not involve the prohibitive costs that lead to the defeat of similar 
propositions in the past. 
It's reported that in order to assay the disposition of his students, 
our marketeer conducted a small poll. It showed unanimous objection 
to the status quo. Incidently, the Graduate Students Association will 
attempt to determine the breath of this opposition when it mails a 
comprehensive questionnaire to the graduate population of Baruch 
later this semester. In the meantime, any students wishing to com­
municate their opinion on the subject should contact Morris Setton, 
Box 910 of the Student Center. 
According to Dean Jerome Cohen, one of the chief obstacles to 
removal of the fuesis and replacement with, say, the seminar, is scarc­
ity of funds and space. Baruch is poor and cramped. You'll find few 
classrooms unoccupied in the evening. Of course, there's Friday eve­
nings and Saturdays but use of these periods is barred because of 
religious law. Perhaps density pressures will be eased when work on 
the RCA building is completed. 
Based only on my personal conversations, I've noticed that a 
growing segment of the graduate students are becoming vexed with 
the thesis issue. Many find it a total waste of time and energy. Time 
for most is essential. Any number of interferences can substantially 
delay completion. Following completion of the class requirements 
many otherwise qualified students find that occupational commitments 
complicate matters to the point where they must suspend their hopes 
of getting the degree even though they have demonstrated their 
capabilities in the courses. Many of the cases coming before the Sub­
committee on Appeals reflect this problem. 
For the faculty and student traditionalists, the exercise is the 
thing. They inferred that if the student can collect his mind and his 
material in an orderly, scholarly manner and then apply the techniques 
of analysis and evaluation learned in the classes, then he is deserving 
of the degree. They feel that to eliminate the thesis regimen would 
only cheapen the efforts of others who have mastered it in the past. 
But many students believe that they can acceptably demonstrate 
their worthiness in the class or seminar. Even when they successfully 
write the thesis there is often the admission that the outcome was of 
little practical use to anyone. There is contention that the insistance 
on the thesis from the masters student is as indefensible as the 
myopic "publish or perish" syndrome. 
THE REPORTER 
Marijuana 
By SHELDON SWEID 
It is, I believe, a great tragedy 
to have to bear witness to so mo­
ny injustices and misconceptions 
in the interpretation and the ex­
ecution of the law; in the exalta­
tion or condemnation of fellow hu­
man beings; in pre-judgments and 
misjudgments of what should be 
vital knowledge-in an age we 
have been led to believe is pro­
gressive and which makes super­
ior use of the scientific method. 
In gathering material about mari­
juana, I have attempted to examine 
a small part of the literature; I 
have spoken to people - young 
and old - who have used the chem­
ical compound or who are concern­
ed about the possibilities of having 
actual contact with it or the peo­
ple who are using it; and I have 
tried to examine, as objectively I 
might, my own reactions to what 
is going on inside of myself and 
what is going on in the world 
around me. 
Because I have chosen to discuss 
the subject, is not to say that I 
know any more or less than any 
one else knows about marijuana, 
nor could I overnight become any 
kind of even lesser authority. 
It seems to me that we cannot 
isolate marijuana from the age 
in which we live, the individual 
personality of the person who 
might indulge himself in its use 
( or ab-use? ) , nor the character 
and history of the 'establishment' 
which, apparently, so militanly 
seeks to regulate not only the con­
ditions under which 'pot' is used or 
smoked, but the inner lives of both 
the users and non-users alike. 
To relate what is both known 
and unknown about marijuana 
would take several tomes, and most 
of these would comprise what is 
not known. Even after the active 
compound THC was first success­
fully isolated by an Israeli and 
synthesized, we have actually not 
learned very much about it as com­
pared to the many narcotic sub-
(Continued on Page 11) 
Intensive consideration will have to be given to this issue before 
.------------• any decision can be made. But it would be unwise and unfair to pro-
tract the argument. 
(Note: This is in brief reply to Sheldon Sweid's swat printed 
in the last edition of The Reporter.) 
Dear Sheldon "Locust" Sweid, 
You seemed to have spilled part of your spleen over page eight 
last week. Frankly, I thought the "little ole lady doctor'' was beauti­
ful. And I do apologize for either your inability to interpret or for 
my handicapped means of expression. 
And to answer your questions; no, nothing strange happened. 
Gold nuggets were not panned from my urine sample; four o'clock's 
were not found in my ears. But I do have to have my eyes inspected. 
I'm getting old, and grumpy, and mischievous. 
About last week's editorial, to which I was a signatory. Here's. 
why: 
Each graduate student pays a consolidated fee of $27.50 at regis­
tration. His bursar's card tells him that $2.00 goes to "student activi­
ties'' (the GSA gets this money) and $7.50 is alloted to the Student 
Center. Where the balance of $18 goes is not explained. 
The mysterious $18 adds up to quite a sum, over $108,000 per 
year (excluding summer sessions, for which you also lay out the same 
fee, minus $6.50). No one to whom I have spoken seems to know 
exactly what this bundle is used for. I'm told that it goes into a uni­
versity-wide general account and that these expenditures are for 
breakage of laboratory equipment, something to do with the library, 
and some other equally doubtful categories. 
Graduate students don't use lab instruments. Maybe the refer-
ence is to adding machines in the Stat and Accounting departments. 
Or could it be that it's used for computer rr(aintenance? And one 
only has to sample the library's card catalog to learn that this im­
portant element of the College has been long neglected. Who hasn't 
heard complaints about the out-datedness of books? 
So where's the money going? When you combine the graduate 
students' share with that of the evening and day undergrads the dol­
lars figure somersaults. Roughly estimated, I'd say we're talking about 
$750,000 a year! The money gets transferred uptown or somewhere; 
then what? I really don't see why students shouldn't know the itinery 
of this consolidated fund. 
THE DEPARTMENT OF 
STUDENT PERSONNEL 
SERVICES 
Presents 
The Quality of Cultural 
Life in Israel Today: 
An Exhibition of Oils and 
Graphics by Eighteen 
Contemporary Israeli 
Artists 
THE OAK AND MARBLE 
LOUNGES 
Also On View Are 
Selected Smaller Works by 
the American Sculptor 
Dorothy Dohner 
NORTH LOUNGE 
Student Center March 6-19· 
:])ante 
The Dante Society has been 
enjoying much success since 
its inception at Baruch last 
semester. Interest is so keen 
at this point, that the Day 
Session is now organizing 
their own "Dante Society." -------------, i...-------------, 1 We are very happy to note JOBS! JOBS and more 
11 such club interest and wish JOBS! Students, Teachers. Remember.. our Day Session counterparts 
Stateside and International much success. We also wish 
Jobs. Recreational Jobs; CONGRESSMAN to extend a welcome to all day Year-round Jobs; Summer and evening students to our Jobs. All occupations and Easter Party, scheduled to trades. Enjoy a vacation Koch take place at 7:00 P.M., March while you earn. Hurry! The 20. in the Student Center. best jobs are taken early. Snack Bar. Entertainment Write: 'JOBS," P.O. Box Thursday, March 12 will be provided, plus some 
475, Dept. CP 99-1, Lodi, 8:30 p.m. _ Oak Lounge "surprises," for our guests. Calif. 95240. All clubs are invited to attend. 
Tuesday, March 10, 1970 
Beoutiful Actress 
Slurs In New Movie 
A blonde bombshell has eme1·ged in 1970 and it is an absolute that 
she will be the attraction of the 70's. Venessa Howard, star of "Mmnsy, 
Nanny, Sonny, And Girly", was interviewed by the Reporter. This in­
terview will appear next week in the Reporter. 
Twentieth century anti-establishment philosophy dictates 
that if one does not like the existing rules - then create 
your own. That's exactly what "Mumsy, Nanny, Sonny & 
Girly" do in the new film. 
The color production pits man's inescapable individuality 
against family unity, the seeming pillar of solidarity, the SUP'­
posed cornerstone of contemporary society. 
"Mumsy, Nanny, Sonny & Girly" focuses on one family's 
morbid sense of orderliness, which eventually leads to its 
gruesome downfall. The group has but one code: obey all the 
rules and you'll stay alive - that is if Mumsy says so. 
The story hinges on Ursula Howells, portraying Mumsy, 
a pleasant enough woman in her late 40's, who is den mother 
to her two precocious teen-aged children Sonny (Howard 
Trevor) and Girly (Vanessa Howard), and supervises the 
household ritual, assisted by the ever practical Nanny (Pa-
Vanessa Howard, sbar of "Mumsy, Nanny, Sonny, and Girly," is des­
tined for success! 
tricia Heywood). A cowardly stranger (Michael Bryant), 
brought into their bizarre way of life through unfortunate 
circumstances, turns one family member against the other 
in his attempt to escape the ultimate violence demanded by 
the family's fantasy_ 
Filming schedules for "Mumsy, Nanny, Sonny & Girly" 
involved eight weeks of shooting at London's Bray Studios. 
Action, for the most part, is centered around a quaint 19th 
century estate, the main house laced with an ageful flavor 
that many an antique dealer would appreciate. 
"What happens here," explains producer Ronald J. Kahn, 
"is not exactly preposterous. It is a contemporary gothic tale 
set in realistic surroundings." 
The producer went on to observe that the only difference 
between people who start their own groups to do their own 
thing and the characters in "Mumsy" is: "they keep their 
ideas in the family circle. With them, the family that plays 
together, stays together." 
According to Kahn, the film has "all the good elements 
of a macabre suspense comedy." For those viewers craving 
sexual excitement there is Miss Howard in the role of the 
young and once innocent Girly, who springs from her basic 
ineptness to claim her new found role despite her dominating 
mother's outspoken objections. 
Setting off the violent physical sequences are seering 
moments of biting confrontations as games-within-games 
turns reality topsy-turvey, with no one but the atypical fam­
ily just sure of what is right or wrong - at least by their 
standards. 
After viewing "l\riumsy," one's sense of fair play and 
moral values may need reexamination. 
"i\Iumsy, anny, onny & Girly" is directed by Freddie 
Francis from a screenplay by Brian Comport. The film is 
a Cinerama Releasing Corporation presentation of a Ronald 
J. Kahn production for Cinerama release.
ATTACK� 
By PAUL GUZZARDO 
THE REPOR TER 
CUNY Agrees 
With 'Reporter' 
Page Nine 
Recruiting ... 
(Co11t.inuecl from Page 7) 
this figure was aff2cted appreci­
ably by the accounting increase. 
The decline. in recruiting activ­
The Reporter edit0rial three weeks ago has touched off a chain ity is even more apparent at the 
reaction at CUNY. SAC (Student Advisory Council) is attempting master's level. In three years the 
to effect autonomy for au, OUNY publications. Below is ci letter the volume has dipped 49%, wit)1 all 
Down.'.')Vith Evil 'God ' 
Reporter received frMn the Executi_ve Secretary of SAC. graduate programs affected. MBA 
· Dear Jay, 
· volume has decreased 40% since 
Our society is sick,'  !lick, sick! It is a pla,ce where hypo- E l d l f' d · 
· 
C f f 
March l967 a11d volume for the· ·9 
nc 9s;e p ease 1n an mv1tation to a on ·erence or technical programs covered in the 
crisy, greed, discrimination, hate and fear flourish. These Editors-in-Chief of City University newspapers on March 16. survey has· declined' 60% in tfie 
evils did not appear from nowhere. They sprang from one of L would like to arrange a meeting with you· before that same period. 
· , 
date to discuss your proposal for newspaper financing, since In terms of dollar vali.ie of be� the most corrupt and evil institution the world has ever ginning salm'y' offers, MBAs had 
known. This inhuman and unjust institution is, of course, the 
th18 topic is one of the are�s _we will be discussing at the b_een at the' top in percentage �11" 
Church. This hateful institution has instilled fear· and evil 
Conferel!ce. · · ·· ci'ea�es,the laSt several years, with 
Could you call me at this office to arrange a convenient gains 'or·better than 9% per ye�i·. 
into mans' minds and souls. The basic philosophy of the time and place for us to meet? '·' · 
· 
, · ' \.' This 'year, however, the increaSf3 
Ch h · ti t · b d d · I d H t b · hed James Mcr,� .. thy ,' 
is only 4% sirice June. In actu/xl 
urc is 1a man is a an w1c ce . e mus e pums r vd,.l dollars, MBA -candidates with ·a
for sin he has never committed. Man must be punished for Executive Secretary technic;al · -· t\nd'ergraduate bacl<ic 
existing. The Church has imposed harsh rules, severe re- ground head the list with an aver­age of $:f;012'':a month. Chemica) 
straints and irrational fears in man. Man with his vilified engineering is· next at $1,033. .'.'.' 
flesh and corrupted soul must suffer throughout his lifetime. ·· Recruiting attiv:ity at the PhJ:j_ ][) 1c IF IL IE C 1r 1n ON S level, ,.,,.hi'eh ··appeared -i·elatlv�'fy I am not preaching not to believe in God. or whatever, l"_ I[ I U � ,, strong in the fall, has also droppld
but I am telling you to see the institution of the Church as it - to the lowest point since Mai'�'i). 
really is, it is the "devil" in disi;ruise. Man gj1ould model him-· 
By REUBEN S�,EL 19wr. Ge,j1e1:'allX,, the dollar value 
- . incl'eii'se's bea'i· out this 'depressed 
self after a good God and not a punishing hateful God as market. In those categories witli 
the Church preaches. It is no wonder that man is so hateful 1 -----------------'------ sufficient voltnne' for meaning:i'Jl 
wbich is expressed in violence and war .. The C1!-urch 1_
· s al} · 1• • data, 
1electrical ·engineering his 
·r , , The power to change the ·course of :student ·inv'olveni'e'tlt in this 'recei've'cl the highest average '"o'f� 
institution and should be taxed along with the other. It preys schoo!,JJests largely in the hands of one student! The :decision to-actively fe1's at $lJ.,416, a gain of oh:ly 
upon the peoples' ignorance and fea · ,of the unknown. The se�k worthwhile goals is one of which no one individual can make 2.7% since June. ·. 
Church also exploits the poor. To B{Hy Graham and other lightly, nor withou,tt,iw-·eat thought. The key to student involvement in 
"righteous" religious leaders the Church, 'ineans money and this-school, in the E. ening Session, is thee Evening Session Student
 ft B ,/_ power. In the South they preach love your brother except if Council. On its activeness, or lack ·of it, they may accrue all of the bene- lire O Wner • • •fits that could come to the student body at Baruch Evening and the 
he is black. In the North they preach love your brother except President o:f; this austere body could be -tha.t omnipotent individual, who (Continued from Page 6) 
if he is Jew. Then there are the "collections" for helping the can initiate creative activities ... of he so choosesr. courses relevant to their personal 
religious leaders in "godly" things such as booze, prostitutes, Frank Hodges, our cw:rent president, has been attacked in print ne2ds have their appetite whetted 
license and cheating. for the last severa!_,weeks. Why have students been attacking Frank? for more generalized curricu1'a, .he Is he not doing his-job? ,,Are some students eager,to create an internal holds. 
A brief history of the Church can demonsti;ate the cor- political conflict, because it may b�nefit them dpring the course of thejr- He called for closei; cooperation 
ruption of the Church. During the Middle Ages, the Pope or search for personal power? One. thing is certain . . Z'ave Unger, col- b'etween higher e<lucation and the 
God on eal'th, was one 6f the most corrup people on · earth. umnist for I the Reporter, was totally unjustified· in attack}n:g Fbii:lk public school system through a 
He had dozens of bastards, he drenched in wealth and in- in his column last week. Not unjustified in the s�hse tl\.at,!Ffank ·nas, "close structural relationship that 
dulged in all the sensual pleasures of life. While he did this 
indeed not proved himself. this term to be the firebrMd leader he was will fe 'ed back to our schools of 
expected to be. No, .Unge1, was unjustified because, as a new memliei: education ... what it is they are 
he condemned his worshippers to wallow in piety and huinil- of council, who has. seen Frank in �<::tion merely twic� in J;iis entire doing wrong and what it is they 
ity. Another Church "happening" was the Spanish Inquisi- myopic existence, he'fh'll.d no idea as to-,what Frank Hodges has d'one, are d'oing right.''' 
tion. During these purges, all non-Christians, witches and is doing, or plans to do with Student Ccuncil in the future. Shooting CUNY's Chancellor said, "It is 
heretics were burned plundered and murdered. Hundreds of ���\;1���
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thousa,nds of innucent people were sacrificed to the Church, the past year, has done what one could consider a respectably decent lege : . The inadequacies of the 
The big paradox is that God who is to be all loving justifies job on Council. ,,. students the schools send us are 
war and punishment, according to ·Church doctrine. · · At the end of last semester, Frank Hodges started to fall apart delayed reflectiorrs of the students 
Man has been living under the tyraniGal principle of the 
as Student Council President. No meetings w'ere called for a period of we graduate to·fil!'their faculties. " 
· almost six weeks, an unusually long period of time. When polled, Frank Dr. Bowker recommends a sys-
Church for almost two tho'qsand years. For two thous.a:nd said there was nothing to' ,discuss. NOTHING TO DISCUSS? The new tem of "performance ahcountabil­
years we have had wars, catastro.phies, cortuption; hypocrisy,. semester has started off With a lo,'v whisper. The meetings that have ity:'' n6t18nly for the schools but 
murder and all the evils of tbe world. I hope we can bJg:in occurred have be�h 1<i1atively fruitless and have seemingly been crying within theluniversity, noting th�t 
the twenty-first century without th.ff Ohurch -a'nd ·with 'love out for meaning
folt qirection and leadership. stude'nts ihave,already begun eval­
understanding and peace. I do not believe wl'ien' · Pabdo¥·a 
Frank Hodges has disappeared, .For a few weeks, now, Fral).k. has tlafing .their professoi's·. Now that 
not been found in P,he school: Is Council to go the ,;/fay of the drain? collective' bargaining has imposed 
opened the forbidden box that all the evils ,came UJtOn the Frank, if you can f·lad this remember, what you could do for Baruch, and ari "industrial model'' upon college 
world. I do believe that Jesus ·lwd�;"·the 
1one who opened up its students; if you don't care, leave now! Let those students who do presidents, the Chancellor questions 
the box of Christianity which has come-,to represent today!the care take over that responsibility which you so ·:obviously consider whether the· election of tenured 
· f tl Id p 1 f th Id ak d d' 1 d 
secondary. · . , ,, c ,. faculty as department ._chairmenevils O 1e wor · eop e O e wor aw en an lS O ge If Frank Hodges does not"c'hecl,{. out his conscience and get· back by their colleagues can- remain an 
yourself of heinioqs Christian teaching and become to be a in the groove, then either he will be hurt by the actions of Council, or an-angenrent that will"'·"survive 
free man with a free soul. Council will fade into a nonentity. ' the' scrutiny of those" ·who' hold ;:::::============;::::======================================, I college president or university 
chancellor' to account for "The al-
BARUCH COLLEGE 
Young Americans tor Freedom 
In Association with 
THE DEPARTMENT OF STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES 
Proudly Presents 
Our March DoubleHEADer 
On THURSDAY, MARCH 
at 8:30 p.m. 
in the Oak Lounge 
12 
The HONORABLE EDWARD KOCH, M.C.
Will Discuss The Marijuana 
Question: 
Should If Be Legal? 
On FRIDAY, MARCH 13 
at 8:30 p.m. 
in the Oak Lounge 
An Open Forum Discussion 
on Marijuana: 
Should It Be Legal? The Faculty View 
Relreshrnents INill be served at both rneetings
location of increasingly elusive in­
stitutional· resoutces.'' 
The application of advanced 
technology to instruction is also 
shaping the university in this 
decade, Dr. Bowker told his au­
dience. Its purpose, in his view, 
is "to strengthen the human com­
ponent in education rather than 
replace it." 
City University is planning t<> 
expand its two-way, talk-back 
closed-circuit television system to 
include "satellite classrooms 
in offices and laboratories of our 
city's more technically advanced 
firms" so that staff may be kept 
up to date on the latest develop-
ments in their field. He regards 
this university service to business 
as becoming an "additional induce­
ment to locate' high-salaried, so­
phisticated installations in our 
city." 
Speaking of CUNY's open ad­
missions plan in relation to the 
urban problem of racism and pov­
erty, Dr. Bowker said that the 
plan will not increase the per­
centage of non-white freshmen. 
However, it will increase their 
numbers; "assure a distribution 
throughout our community and 
·senior colleges that should avoid 
any allegation of de-facto segra­
tion, dual-track systems or the 
like"; and provide a higher level 
of motivation in the schools. 
Page Ten 
.Chicago, Ill. (LP.) - A million-dollar, six-year program 
to help prepare minority and disadvantaged students for 
careers in medicine has been proposed by a student-faculty 
committee at the University of Chicago. 
The report, a year in the making ,was addressed to the 
Dean of the Division of the Biological Sciences and School 
of Medicine. The title of the report is "The Challenge of 
Minority and Disadvantaged Student Education to Health 
Science Institutions." 
The prog1.·am would seek applicants and would broaden 
current admission opportunities. At the time a student is 
accepted to medical school, the program would call for an 
admission committee to "activate an assessment and sup­
port system aimed at overcoming educational, deficiencies, 
financial problems, or socio-emotional impediments." 
Tutorial prog1.·ams would be offered by volunteer fac­
ulty and students as one feature of the educational support 
system. 
Scranton, Pa. (LP.) - An eight month study has re­
cently been completed at the University of Scranton by a 
Task Force ,a body composed of five administrators, five 
faculty, and five students (elected at large from their 
respective constituencies) in addition to the Student Body 
President and Student Body Vice President in a non-voting 
advisory capacity, 
Task Force Report (excerpts): Student Involvement in 
Depa1tments. 
General Recommendation: The Task Force recommends 
that as a matter of University policy all academic depa1t­
ments explore means of involving students, especially ma­
jors, in the work of their departments so that students 
are active members of the department, responsible for 
their own education. 
This proposal does not mean that faculty members 
should give up their prerogatives; it does mean that de­
partments should extend the oppo1tunities for contact 
between faculty and students to develop an adult relation­
ship of cooperation. 
By involvement is meant the personal engagement of 
THE REPORTER Tuesday, March H>, 1970 
students \vith faculty in academic work beyond the class­
room and the opportunity for those students who are 
willing and capable to have some real function in the 
department. 
3. Collection and use of current opinion in curriculum 
revision; 
4. Co-curr:iculai· activities which will el\.-tend academic in­
fluence beyond the classroom; 
The Task Force proposes the following addition to the 
Statutes: (Revised: Specific Tasks, Depa1tment Chairmen; 
Students). Involves students in the professional and acad­
emic concerns of his department. 
5. Collection of student suggestions for library acquisi­
tion and use; 
6. Informal "bull-session" for faculty and students on 
departmental matters; 
Specific Recommendations: 7. Social activities fol' faculty and students. 
1. The Task Force recommends that as a matter of Uni­
versity •procedure ali depa1tments should have student rep­
resentatives equal in number to 20% of the full-time 
faculty in the department. 
Columbus, Ohio (LP.) - Effective winter quarter, 1970, 
Ohio State University will give students freer choice of 
alternatives to ROTC courses, according to a memorandum 
released recently by Dr. James A. Robinson, vice president 
for academic affairs and provost. 
These students should be elected by student majors in 
the depa1tment to participate fully in regular depaitment 
meetings. (It is anticipated that there may be matters to 
which students should not be privy, in which case special 
meetings should be called.) Students will have the option of taking 12 credit hours of ROTC courses or the same number of credit hours of 
electives, Dr. Robinson said. The electives may be taken 
on a pass-fail basis. 
2. The Task Force recommends that as a matter of Uni­
versity procedure all depaitments schedule at least one 
meeting per semester for all members of the depa1tment, 
students and faculty alike. Under the previous National .Defense Option, a student who did not wish to take ROTC had to substitute at least 
six credit hours from a list of courses specified by the 
college in which he was enrolled. 
3. The Task Force recommends that as a matter of Uni­
versity procedure all departments establish a system of 
individual faculty advisors for student majors who will 
help especially with planning for advanced study, "As a result, our entering students have been confronted with a series of 'laundry lists' which only amplified their 
confusion," commented Dr. John T. Bonner Jr., vice presi­
dent for educational services, to whom Ohio State's three 
military depaitment report. 
4. The Task Force recommends that as a matter of 
University procedure every depa1tment report each se­
mester to the to the Dean of the College of Alts and Sci­
ences its success in implementing these specific recom­
mendations and in achieving the general goal of student 
involvement. 
One of the nine undergraduate colleges, for example, 
offered students 6 quai·ters of ROTC or 1-0 additional hours 
of mathematics, or 10 additional hours of language or 6 
hours selected from 252 specified courses. Some Additional Sugestions: 
The Task Force submits the following specific sugges­
tions: 
"While the National Defense Option at Ohio State is 
being liberalized by offering students a wider choice of 
alternatives to ROTC, it is also being strengthened by 
equalizing the hours required to satisfy the option whether 
by ROTC or other courses," Dr. Bonner said. 
1. Student-faculty committees to advance student in­
volvement in departments; 
2. Collection and use of student opinion in departmental 
self-evaluation; 
'I\ 
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Findlay; Ohio (LP.) - The "Climate of Learning'' study conducted 
in the spring of 1968 by a team of researchers headed by Dr. Robert 
T. Blackburn ·of the ·Center for the Study of Higher Education at the 
University of Michigan ha:, resulted in Findlay inaugurating an 
entirely new and redesigned liberal arts curriculum. 
Through a series of tests administered by the researchers, the 
college was able to draw ce1tain perceptions about the way students 
look at the quality of education, their classes, their social and cultural 
growth and other tangible benefits usually derived from a college 
exeperience. 
The new Liberal Studies Program, structured to be responsive to 
the needs of students in a rapidly-changing society and to new develop­
ments in the understanding fo learning, is unique to any campus. 
To provide an awareness of self, others, and the environment; 
understanding of various approaches to knowledge; and the ability to 
choose values critically; the Liberal Studies courses prescribed for all 
students are designed to stimulate initiative in learning and to assist 
students to become mature adults capable of continuous self-education. 
Under the new plan, students will take 36 cou_rses, six of which 
are prescribed 1by th�, college,1 , 
These courses have such diverse descriptions as Foundations of 
Physical Education, elf-awai,epess and Self-expression, Self-under­
standing in the Humanities and Fine Arts, Human Organizations and 
the Social Sciences, Physical Environment ad the Natural Sciences, 
and <Critical Analysis of Values in Contemporary Society. 
Emphasis is on providing courses which.�·�re ·student-awai·eness 
oriented, rather than courses which are:,•subject-matter oriented. 
In addi;tion to the six l/,equir�, cow:s,es, ,each student will take six 
elective course� .. distributed among the seven divisional disciplines at 
the college , ·· 
Any six of these twelve courses may be taken for credit or no 
credit on the·'basis of one no-credit course per term if 'tll.e student so 
chooses. This alternative routes plan was provided for studen�i'i·· to 
study courses in which they are interested, without, jeopardizing overall 
grade-point accumulative averages. 
"Findlay College remains committed to an education program 
which combines liberal arts and sciences and professional and pre­
professional training," commented President Ivan E. Frick, "and a 
main concern of the faculty and staff today is to assure appropriate 
balance in curricular offerings." 
Mart Crowleys 
Monmouth, Ill. - (I.P.) - As a result of a history conference 
held at Monmouth College last fall, the history department may well 
undergo several major changes in course material and method of pre­
sentation. 
Among innovations suggested by the conference are such sweeping 
changes as the establishment of a separate introductory history course 
for those who are considering majoring in the field, and the dropping 
of the traditional survey in American History . •·•· l[ltilE ID0'3/S I � l[ltilE IIJA\�11) '!l'!l 
... is not a musical. 
WORLD PREMIERE ENGAGEMENT STARTS TUESDAY, MARCH 17 
The American History Survey, now filled with minute detail, would 
be restructurnd to be titled "Great Issues," and would delve with the 
highlights of American History rather than often meaningless detail. 
The conference included interplay between history students, facul­
ty and an outside observer, Dr. Chai·les Chatfield, former Danforth 
Fellow and Monmouth graduate in 1956. Dr. Chatfield, who has had 
postdoctoral study at the University of Chicago, was a Fellow at the 
Mershon Center for Education in National Security in 1968-69. 
The new introductory course would go into the theory and meth­
odology of study of history, now taught during the junior seminar 
course, and would take the place of the traditional Western Civiliza­
tion course. 
The more usual course would be retained for those who wish to 
fulfill a history requfrement or just to take a survey in European 
history. ,. 
,, 
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(Continued from Page 1) 
of the Faculty- tudent Committee. Monthly Financial Reports are made 
by the Central Treasurer to the Committee and the Business Office. 
The Business Office of the College audits all of the records of the 
Central Trea urer on a regular basis and has projected an additional 
annual audit to be completed by outside professional agencies. (It is 
inappropriate to have an audit perfo1mecl by the Central Treasurer as 
you demanded in your editorial, since he is responsible for these funds). 
The financial 1·eport records separately the monies received and 
expended in terms of day and evening activities. As of 2-28-70, a total 
of $7,708.75 was received from the Evening Unit (of which $3,715.25 
was the balance on hand 7-1-69), and $1,500.50 was appropriated for 
Evening Session Activities. The balance is being held for future even­
ing activities. 
The Student Activity Fee income is similarly transferred by the 
Business Office to Office of the Central Treasurer. As reported to me, 
separate financial accounting is maintained for each of the respective 
student units: day session, evening session, graduate students. Each 
of these accounts is totally directed and supervised by the respective 
elected student govemment or specially elected student finance com­
mitteee, limited only by the maintenance of fiscal accountibility in 
accordance with regulations of the University. Your newspaper has 
regulai·ly given an accounting of the receipts and appropriations of 
the Evening Activity Fee. 
The Student Center Fee income is transferred, each semester, by 
the Business Office to the Student Center. Separate accounts are main­
tained by the Center under the supervision of the Central Treasurer. 
Every individual expenditure is audited by the Business Office. Annual 
audits are made by private C.P.A. fi1ms. The annual budget is prepared 
by the Director of the Student Center a11d submitted, in turn, to the 
Dean of Students and the Dean of Administration for approval. The 
present Student Center Fee was established by the Office of the Dean 
of Students in consultation with student govemment leaders. Periodic 
consultation with students of the Maintenance and Operations Budget 
is maintained by the Director of the Student Center. 
The Student Center operates under a budget of about $200,000. 
Approximately 50 % of the income is derived from the fees of the day 
session student population, 25% comes from the evening students, and 
25% from the graduate students. 
Sincerely yours, 
Dr. Angelo Dispenzieri, 
Dean, Evening & Extension Division 
ALLOCATION OF CONSOLIDATED FEE 
Consol. General Student Student 
Fee Fee Act. Cent. Athletics 
DAY STUDENT-Matric. 
12 or more credits 60.00 35.00 8.00 15.00 2.00 
DAY STUDE T-Matric. 
Less than 12 credits 42.00 17.00 8.00 15.00 2.00 
Eve. Student-Matric. 
Less than 12 credits 29.00 17.00 3.00 7.50 1.50 
Eve. Student-Non-Matric. 
Less than 12 credits :27.00 17.00 2.50 7.50 
G1·aduate Student 27.50 18.00 2.00 7.50 
The above have Bursar's cards already printed with Con Fee amount. 
Those 11.stcd below are rare categories hence use Orange Bursa.r's 
card and list Con Feo & Student fee breakdown. 
Consol. General Student Student 
Fee Fee Act. Cent. Athletics 
Day Student-Non-Matric. 
12 or more credits 58.00 35.00 8.00 15.00 
Day Student-Non-Matric. 
Less than 12 credits 40.00 17.00 8.00 15.00 
Eve Student-Matr-ic. 
12 or more credits 47.00 35.00 3.00 7.50 1.50 
Eve Student-Non-Mati-ic. 
12 or more credits 45.00 35.00 2.50 7.50 
NOTE: Non-Matrlcula.t.ed students do not pay the AtheltJc fee. 
Consol. General Student Student 
Fee Fee Act. Cent. Athletics 
Summer Session 
12 or more credits 38.00 35.00 3.00 
Summer Session 
Less than 12 credits 20.00 17.00 3.00 
Summer Session 
Graduate 21.00 18.00 3.00 
Mariiuana 
(Continued from Page 8) 
stances of which we do have know!- apply the same criteria to its use 
edge, as we might to the use of 'hard' 
However, there are some ways drugs, such as heroin, morphine, 
available of logically evaluating cocaine, etc. With all of the curio­
what meager information we do sity that has been aroused concern­
have and matching such inferences ing marijuana due to information 
aga�t the hues and cries which or misinformation regarding re­
have arisen concerning the drug. ported reactions, the joy and re-
Since it has not been demonstrat- wards - if any - in indulging in 
ed that an individual becomes phys- sub rosa activities of any kind, or 
ically dependent on marijuana after the need for a new kind of escape, 
repeated usage, we then cannot should this not be a matter for the 
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individual, himself, to decide, based 
on individual conscience? 
One cannot know, in advance, as 
some would have us believe, that 
an innocent puff of pot, will 'hook' 
every one who takes one. Mari­
juana, apparently, doesn't 'hook' 
anyblldy. Regrettably, the same 
cannot be said about either tobacco 
or alcohol, two of our most civil­
ized socializers. More than that, 
one cannot link the p1·ogressive 
physical degeneration of human 
tissue, because of marijuana usage, 
that one can demonstrate all too 
often does occur in alcoholic de­
mentia or in the emphysemia and 
cancer that presents itself in a reg­
ular and statistical pattern ac­
companying indulgence in tobacco. 
So, logically, if one is inclined to 
switch to pot, one will stand a much 
better chance of living a longer and 
healthier - and probably more 
progressive - life! That could be 
one point in favor of marijuana, 
then, couldn't it? 
To go on to the criminal implica­
tions which society apparently is 
so certain result from the use of 
marijuana: For juveniles, the in­
cidence of delinquency is purpor­
tedly greater among those young­
sters who indulge than those who 
do not, we are told. How does one 
demonstrate that? It is practically 
impossible, without a very detailed 
analysis of every factor which 
might be computed, and eve1·y 
combination of factors environ­
ment, home, school, neighborhood; 
exposure to sources of marijuana; 
hereditary elements which might 
be influential. The very fact that 
adults in all sorts of responsible 
situations, and youngsters in all 
sorts of responsible positions are 
indulging in pot, is never or rarely 
expounded in defense of the use of 
marijuana! And why should it be, 
when preconceivedly, its disuse is 
advocated by the establishment. 
Another complicating factor is 
that it is very difficult to even de­
fine delinquency or a delinquent. 
Every one has at one time or an­
other indulged in, and is even right 
now indulging in, some form of 
anti-social behavior. What caused 
an 'increase' before the advent of 
marijuana? 
Page Eleven 
P AY REVIEW 
By CAVALIER 
KNOTTY PINE 
"Mahagonny" (say MA-HA-GON-NY, stressing each syllable 
equally) should have it made even before the story begins. 
There's Bertolth Brechts, a Geiman who tortuously embraced 
Marxism and who none too subtly mixed his philosophy and his art in 
works like "Mother Courage," and "The Caucasion C11alk Circle". And 
here once again Brecht is in partnership with Kurt Weill. Teamed, 
they wrote "The Three Penny Opera." 
Furthemore, to add mystique to the production, it was publicized 
in the Times some months back as one of those near-forgotten jewels 
that was pleading for resurrection because of its timeliness. By all 
accounts, it is an important theater even of the season. 
And the cast is attractive. Aldim cult for Estelle Parsons, the 
pitiable screaming wife of "Bonnie and Clyde," wants her in a vehicle 
and this is suppose to be IT. Barbara Harris hasn't really had it big 
since Mike Nichols' adaptation of "The Cherry Tree." An indelible 
voice like her's needs sounding, 
So it's got inordinate pre-curtain glamor and excitement pre­
ceding its arrival. 
[That Anderson Theater down in the East Village was packed 
for a Thursday preview. The place has got to get the prize for dingiest 
showcase of all time. It's a big, putrid emporium unsuccessfully pre­
served from another era. Undoubtedly the rent is low.] 
About the play itself? The first minutes hint that perhaps our 
expectations may be requited. A full-size gangster oo.r rolls on to the 
stage. Th3 occupants hop out to fb: a flat. They banter inanely. Then 
Estelle Parsons leaps from the obscured rear seat of the four-door, 
wearing a holstered gun on each hip, tottered denim shorts, a rumpled 
blouse knotted at the navel, and puffing heavily on a cig. Tough. 
They're criminals on the lam during the disjointed thirties. 
They can't go forward and they can't return: desert's ahead and 
cops ( or Society) astern. What to do? Stay right there and found the 
peripheral city of Mahogonny where riches can be made off of people 
searching for ha1mony and peace. 
And then Estelle (who's to be the Madame of a sernglio) sings 
it all out. Phew. Poor thing, can't even warble. Retrospectively, the 
play has already achieved its zenith and there are about two more 
hours to go. 
Of course there are a couple of moments but the whole thing is 
essentially as barren as the Anderson theater. Barbara Harris, play­
ing a disloyal whore, should find a nice little musical in which to test 
her talents; her voice is a charmer's flute to the audience's cobra. But 
in this setting it's only the voice you listen to; not the music and not 
the lyrics. 
Oh yes. In keeping with the times there's a pinch of scatology. 
A film screen descends and we get to Bee a .:!ouple of nice babes fond­
ling their tets and briefly exposing pubic hair. And for those of you 
who still haven't seen a mock parody of da Vinci's "The Last Supper," 
here's your chance to see it clone. 
The play is a sad mistake. Toward the finish Mort Shuman, the 
male lead, really works up a lather on one immediately forgotten song. 
When it was over he stood momentarily, waiting for possibly polite 
acclaim. The audience responded with nothing. 
The evening leads nowhere. OK, so it's a cruel, money-grabbing 
world and the jackals are at our heels and you can't buy honest 
pleasure and society is a dung heap. Wanna make something of it? 
Dan't write plays like "Mahagonny". 
v.c. 
An odd facet that accompanies 
the marijuana picture that was 
brought to my attention was that, 
where marijuana is used, contrary 
to popular conditions opinion, the 
tendency to 'graduate' to hard I---------- --
-------------
drugs such as heroin is actually 
diminished. Although there does 
seem to be such a correlation, this 
does not necessarily mean that this 
is good reason to recommend the 
use of marijuana. 
To go on to our 'escape' me­
chanisms .. . If, indeed, there are 
so many members of society who 
are so deteiminedly constrained to 
'escape' from it, why not do some­
thing about those factors which 
prompt the flight? Youth, partic­
ularly, is bored and disillusioned 
with the platitudes, the promises, 
the hypocrosies, the double and 
triple and multiple standards; with 
scarcities and with barrenneses in 
the land of plenty. On the other 
side of the coin, society is ap­
parently intent on escaping from 
its own responsibilities in not being 
able to - or, more selfinducting -
not wanting to or knowing how to 
give each of us a fuller and more 
meaningful life, and turning away 
from its own knowledgeable guilt 
in preaching 'peace' through one 
side of its mouth, while it hypo­
critically advocates war through 
the other. 
Youth is aware of all of this, as 
has 'maturity' been so long aware 
of it; and both are strained and 
tense under their own burdens. It 
has suddenly developed that the 
'gig' is up for everybody, each and 
every one of us. Youth has become 
very much aware of how it is being 
used and manipulated by its elders; 
and its elders have shrunk from 
that awareness and the complica­
tions ensuing from the further 
awareness that they, themselves, 
are being used and abused. 
Perhaps the most alluring facet 
of marijuana use which appeals to 
those oppos�d to its usage is the 
Give Peace A Chance 
By FARRELL NIESSON 
The Price We Pay 
The $10 billion HEW bill was defeated. So a couple of schools 
don't get built. So a few teachers won't get hired. So a few kids woD't 
get the education they so desperately need. So what? At least the 
Navy will get a few new ships. 
A young boy holds a rifle in his hands, bayonet affixed. At the 
command of the Sergeant, he lunges, thrusting the blade into the 
dumrny. Drawing back, he turns, then lunges, with the same loud 
shriek. Only days ag,o, he was learning how to handle verbs, history 
dates, and accounting ledgers. Now he lewrns how to handle the M-16 
rifle. Not too many days ago, he was lewrning to take a trial balance. 
No he learns to take a life. 
Spiro Agnew condemns the news media, especially the television 
networks, for analyzing and criticizing the President. And the net­
works tremble, and they don't criticize as much. They fear that if they 
don't comply, they won't broadcast. After all, the Federal Communica­
tions Commission issues the licenses that permit the networks to stay 
in business, and the FCC Commissioner is an appointee of the Pres­
ident. 
One 18-year-old boy faces another in the jungle. The eyes of one 
are round, the other slanted. An instant ago, neither knew the other 
existed. Neither knew whethe1· he could use the rifle in his hands. 
Neithe1· knew whether he could kill. Now they stand face-to-face. They 
move, almost simultaneously, but not quite. There are two loud cracks 
in the jungle, and one falls. One 18-yewr-old boy has discovered he ea.n 
kill. The other never will. 
Young blacks demonstrate for jobs. They were promised they 
would work in the construction industry. Now they are told the jobs 
are not available. They say it is prejudice. This may be the case, but 
even if it weren't, the jobs would still not be there. President Nixon 
has cut back federal funds for construction by 75%. This isn't pre­
judice, is it? 
A loud crack. A crawling child flies and tries to land a few inches 
awciy. Before it can reach the ground, another crack, and the baby is 
launched into another undesired flight. Another attempted landing, 
but there is a third crack extends the child's joilrney once more. This 
time, when it is allowed to land, it has three bullet-holes. The young 
soldie1· laughs at his now inhuman tin can. 
opportunity it affords to impose The Nixon Administration (and the Johnson Administration be­
supression and oppression on fore it) tells us that this generation must make sacrifices so that the 
(Continued on Page 12) (Continued on Page 12) 
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those who do use the compound. 
Where personalities feed and gloat 
in being sadistic, all sorts of ex­
cuses are at hand to 'put people 
in line,' apply the nightstick, to 
incarcerate them either in jails or 
mental institutions, apply invec­
tive, and the like. 
Wherever there is a prohibition, 
and we have born witness to this 
with our experience with the Vol­
stead Act during the speakeasy 
days, and with our numbers and 
other so-called 'rackets' today, 
great business empires arise in 
illicit trade. We will feed the rack­
eteer, when his function as a mid­
dleman is really not necessary at 
all. 
There are many absurdities, med­
ically, forensically, in present day 
society. Narcotics are 'verboten,' 
but I can buy all the Elixir Turpen 
Hydrate, which contains the high­
est alcohols plus Codein, in any 
drugstore; but I need a prescrip­
tion to get the Turpin Hydrate, 
alone. It is illegal to gamble, but 
it's okay, at the track, for educa­
tion, or for Bingo at the Church. 
Incidentally, the Tobacco Indus­
try, I believe, ought right now to 
start lobbying for the legalization 
of marijuana . . . What better 
could they do. They could have 
everybody switch from harmful to­
bacco to better 'smoke': At least, 
the quality of the product would 
be government controlled. 
Much of the pot that is sold in 
the illicit market is highly impure 
and may contain heroin and other 
harmful compounds. There may be 
no way in which the purchaser can 
detect this prior to sale. He may 
even wind up, unknowingly, be 
smoking hasheesh ! 
I have heard a comment from 
one mother, who was invited by 
her daughbr and son-in-law to at­
tend a smoking party, that she 
was aghast at the thought. But 
when I asked her why, I got the 
most amazing answer; It's not that 
I wouldn't like to smoke pot, you 
see, bnt how could I do this in the 
presence of my own daughter? 
When it was learned that I was 
doing some research on marijuana 
and that I probably would say 
something in The Reporter about 
it, the pros and the cons, both, 
asked me whether I did, or had 
or Imel not, smoked marijuana. The 
answer to this question, I believe, 
is irrelevant towards arriving at 
a rational decision concerning the 
usage of madjuana. The important 
principle involved, I believe, is 
the inherent right of an individual 
to partake of it or not to indulge 
himself wtih it. This is his privi­
lege. 
Frankly, if my own daughter or 
son would come to me and tell me 
that he or she was smoking pot, 
my answer would be: What else is 
new? 
THE REPORTER 
• 
FIND 
SOMETHING 
WORTHWHILE 
AT 
BARUCH 
Reporter 
Is ... 
For lots of reasons: It creates 
light-hearted conversation, 
decorates dull places and 
makes other people envious. 
They'll wish they had one. 
I want to be first on my block to own (Quantity) of your lamps. 
Lamps are 17• tall and have molded, full color plastic shade. 
I've enclosed a check or money order fnr ($12.So ea. postpaid)· 
Check payable to Colt 45 light. No cash or stamps. 
What more could you ask of 
a lamp? 
Turn on your own for a mere 
twelve dollars and fifty cents. 
Not a bad price for the light 
of your life. 
Allow 4 weeks delivery. (Price subjeet to chanae without notlco) 
Name..._ ________________ _ 
Address.-----------------
City _________ stat.,_ ___ �iP---
Mail to Colt 45 light, The National Brewing Company, Box 1800, Baltimore, 
Maryland 21203. 
'-------This oiler void where prohibited by law.-----� 
Tuesday, March 10, 1970 
CROSSWORD PUZZLE I, .,__ __________________ _. 
ACROSS 52.Madea 
mistake 
53.Ona 
voyage 
16. Christ- Today's Answer
1. Pitcher's 
boo-boo 
5, Ice for­
mation 
p, Munch• 
mas 
drink 
19.Sea 
bird 
21.Bit of 
grain 
22.Rela•
tive of 
the hop 
• 3 N-.S -. 3 S ...
M. "All there" 
hausen, DOWN 
for one 1. Keg 
10. Arabian 2. So. Am. 
chieftains country 
12. Debate 3. Clear's 
03>l 
3gn 
3N. 
.LO.L 
S dO 
-o 
J 3" ""· 
>I 3 3 
dl1 
SI� I 
"3 3NS , ..
O>l 700 s 
H If A 80 7 
0, .. .L'I 
.... .L 3,, ns 
0.L. 811 
>J)f!) ., n 1 3 dOO ,_ 3 W -- N30 I ,in 
n .LI 3ng l>,'f 
w 31 NO>l ...
13. Bell-shaped companion •!> 
25. Girl's 
name 
27.Source 
29, Power 
ratio unit 
>J38 1 II .II 
flower -i. Pay 
14. Birthplace homage 
ot 5. Wager 
Abraham 6. Ostrich• 
15. Study like bird 
17. Ever: pott. 'l. Stir up 
18. Alcott 8. Mourn 
heroine 9. Famous 
26. Chicago French 
district chemist 
2S. Cavalier 11. Nursery 
state: abbr. rhyme 
24. Jewish charaotep 
month 
�:: t���er- ·\ 
vative's 
opponents 
abbr. 
SO.Also 
31,Partof& 
cartridge 
34.Swabs 
37.-odda .. 
stroke . , 
43, �:�:�ve 
O " 
matlon '"° 
81. Good 
wood for 
rafts 
32.Relative 
of Eden 
33. Trifle 
35.Fabrlo silk 
86,Splrlted 
horae 
41 46 ;:�[;, .'.
45
. 
�i:r
as
s f .,,s,.., -t--+--l�+--
46. Bobbin 
49,Lady'saJ,I 
GLFrenc> 
river A_
51 54 
39.Com­
modities 
for sale 
42.Straw-
44. Jugoslav 
dance 
47, Odd 
number 
48.MeadoW• 
land 
50. Coffee 
receptacle 
GIVE PEACE A CHANCE 
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world will be better for the next. The fact is that not only is the 
present generation paying heavily for the idiocy !mown as the Viet­
namese War (over $1 million a day and more than 44,000 dead Ameri­
cans since the war began), but so will the next. The hospitals that 
were not built and the medical research that was heavily cut back 
will submit the next generation to the cancer, leukemia, and heart 
disease that this generation would not cure. The schools that were not 
built, the texts that were not printed, and the teachers not paid will 
mean that the poverty-stricken will not have the educaion they need 
to get themselves out of their plight and off the welfare rolls, which 
will be forced to increase. The suppression by the police, the courts 
and the trembling news media, suppression that is building up against 
the loyal opposition of the Americans who wish to correct the ills of 
the country they love, will make it more difficult for those of the next 
generation to have an effective say in the decisions of an allegedly 
representative government. 
Perhaps the highest price we pay is the intangible one, and the 
most potentially dangerous of all. Young men who go through military 
training will, upon return to civilian life, still be soldtim·s - in civilian 
garb! If they fought or not, they will have been taught morn than 
to stand at attention and salute. They will carry in their heads military, 
not civilian minds, seeing problems in militOlliJ, not human terms, and 
seeking milit011-y, not political solutions for political and social problems. 
Thus, the MIC (Military Industrial Complex) will continue to get 
blank checks, and to continue to have its almost unlimited influence 
with government officials, influence that got us into Vietnam today, 
and will get us into Laos and Cambodia tomorrow. Keep on playing 
yes-man to the military, and we will continue to kill for Peace, sup­
press freedoms for Democracy, and discard health and education for 
the nation's Welfare. Not only will we pay, but so will the next gene­
ration, and the next, and the next! 
This is the price we pay. 
AS SEEN FROM HERE 
(Continued from Page 7) 
the burly officers in riot helmets standing guard over them, 
the nightsticks, the guns - Dachau. 
It was also on 49th between Madison and Park that an 
ugly scene occurred. The cops were shoving us behind the 
banicades with their nightsticks when somebody beside me 
lost his cool and angTily yelled at the cop who was shoving 
him that he was trying to accomplish for the A,rabs what 
they couldn't do for themselves, that he was in effect, trying 
to shove us all into the sea. Nonchalantly, without looking 
at him, the cop said that it was just as well. I turned and 
called him an epithet. "And do you know why you're a cop," 
I added when I saw I had his attention. "Because the ASPC'A 
wouldn't have you." I turned back as those around me jeered 
him, and continued walking. When I turned around again, 
he was no longer there; he had been replaced. 
* * *
Later, when I left the demonstration and was walking 
toward the train station, I could hear the cries of "BOO-BOO, 
POMPI-DOU," as they echoed down 50th St. Then I could 
hear them no more. 
